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Turning off the lights on wasted energy
By

Keith Evans
Heights Editor

Spurred by the continuing rise of
energy costs, Boston College officials
have enacted a University initiative to
conserve energy.
"The problem is not so much
that energy use has gone up, but that
electricity rates have. If students and
faculty can make a greater effort to cut
back on energy, the University would
not only save money, but decrease
environmental pollution as well,"

said facilities services director Mike
Jednak.
BC's total utility costs in 2006 are
expected to rise approximately 39
percent, as compared to 2005.
In response to these startling projections, Jednak said BC has already
begun efforts to conserve electricity and increase campus awareness.
During winter break, Residential Life
worked in conjunction with his office
to lower the heat in 70 percent of the
residence halls.
The effort involved the relocation

Ways to conserve energy In your dorm

£

of several hundred students to other
halls open and heated for the break.
While most students found themselves
in certain halls on Lower Campus,
some were sent to St. Williams Hall
on Brighton Campus and even hotel
rooms around the area.
Susan Burton, associate director of
Residential Life, described the campaign as both difficult and effective.
"Moving all these students, many of
them athletes or simply those involved

8. Don't block
radiator vents

Univ. to

enforce
rules off
campus
By

Tom Wiedeman
Heights Editor

7. Use natural light

See Energy, A3

6. Close and lock
all windows

room

When students are at off-campus parties or under the influence on the streets of
Boston, they might expect the only thing
they have to worry about is an arrest by

police.

1. Lower your thermostat
2. Shut off
computer monitor
4. Turn off
desk lamps

5. Unplug fridge when
going out of town

3. Turn off/unplug
appliances

But after off-campus incidents doubled
this semester compared with years past,
the University has begun a policy of suspending students for certain off-campus
violations.
"There was a very distressing increase
in off-campus behavioral problems this
fall semester after many years of steady
improvement," said Dean for Student
Development Robert Sherwood. "We
really want to give the message to the students that we want them to be responsible
citizens off campus and we will not tolerate destruction of property, whether it's
automobiles, homes, lawns, or whatever
it may be."
The University has previously had a
graduated approach to punishments for
off-campus suspensions, but several more
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See Suspensions, A

Students participate in
annual March for Life

condemns

By

Krista Laliberte
For The Heights

decision

Washington D.C. ? This past weekr
end, 31 Boston College student members
of the BC Pro-Life Club traveled to the
nation's capital to attend the annual March

on dance

for Life.
The weekend's events, beginning with
Saturday's American Collegians for Life
conference and workshop at the American
Catholic University and culminating in
Monday's march, touched upon a variety
of pro-life issues beyond simply abor-

UGBC Senate formally
disapproves of actions
of administration
By Pilar Landon
News Editor

The Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) Senate passed
a resolution Tuesday night "condemning
the actions of the University" in response
to November's cancellation of the GLBT
dance.
By a vote of 15 to 0 with three senators
abstaining, the resolution seeks to "implore the administrators of the University
to recant their policies of discrimination
and rescue Boston College from the image of a homophobic and bigoted institution."
"We feel that disapproval of this action
among the student body sufficiently warrants this official resolution to make clear
to the administration the protests of the
student body," said the Senate in an official
press release. "This action on the part of
the administration further contributes to
a homophobic image for Boston College,
which we feel can only be detrimental to

Students of BC's Pro-Life Club gathered to expand pro-life issues beyond simply abortion

Use of term
AHANA

debated by
panelists

Landon
News Editor

Celso Perez
For The Heights

See Resolution, A

See Acronym, A3

See March, A

By Pilar

By

As part of its Week of Celebration, the
AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) held
a student panel Monday night to discuss
the origins, meaning, and accuracy of the
AHANA acronym.
The term AHANA originated in 1979
when students Alfred Feliciano and Valerie Lewis opposed the name "Office of
Minority Programs," as they considered
the word "minority" to have implied "less
than." Instead they proposedAHANA; individuals ofAfrican American, Hispanic,
Asian, or Native-American descent. Since
then, other colleges have adopted similar

ties that we could do and others ways of
strengthening the club."
Twenty-five BC students attended the
conference, which included a number of
speakers, such as Rev. Frank Pavone, S.J.
and Frederica Matthews Green, all of
whom educated their audience about the
importance ofrespecting life from birth
until death.
According to Michael Camacho, A&S
'09, the conference opened with a lecture
by a famous bio-ethicist.
"He talked about the different facets

Man hurt
by car on
Comm. Ave

DIVERSITY

The GLBT dance, scheduled for Dec.
9, would have been a safe-zone event open
to the entire BC community, in addition
to raising money for the Boston Living
Center.
In response to its cancellation, University Spokesman Jack Dunn said the University "could not endorse an event that
advocated a position that was in conflict
with church teaching."
"The administration'sactions make BC
appear intolerant," said Eamonn Kelly,
UGBC senator and A&S '06. "The resolu-

Seye Akinbulumo, A&S '07, discusses the significance behind the acronym AHANA,

A 35-year-old male sustained fractures
in both legs on Monday night after he was
hit by a car in front of the Career Center
at 38 Commonwealth Ave., said Boston
College Police Department Chief Robert
Morse.
Local resident Ciaran Foley was bicycling east on Commonwealth Avenue at
the time of impact, according to a police
report filed with BCPD. Officer Morano,
a paramedic with BCPD, found him lying
on his back in a snow bank partially on
the sidewalk.
Foley was found to have an open left
leg fracture with an 8-inch laceration and
an open fracture in his right leg with a
4-inch laceration above the knee. He also
incurred swelling and minor bruises.
A Newton ambulance was called and
Foley was transported to Beth f srael Hospital for treatment, said Morse.

5

our institution."

tion.
According to Christine Friedrich, BC
Pro-Life president and A&S '08, the club
had specific goals going into the event.

"This weekend was all about leader-

ship development within the club and just
educating ourselves about different activi-
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Islamist militants expected
to win seats in parliament

Newspaper
The Heights
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College students assess their
professors' performance online

Men's hockey coach here to
stay, will lead Eagles until 2011

Rate My Professor and Pick-A-Prof are reversing the
traditional roles of the professor and student. According
to The Minnesota Daily, the University of Minnesota's
student newspaper, nearly 9 million students write
assessments on the two Web sites to help classmates
avoid the professors who receive failing marks. Critics
argue, however, that the reviews are often inaccurate
because they represent the opinions of a small portion of
usually the most vehement students. Still, Boston College
students believe that BC's own Professor Evaluation
Profiles (PEPs) can offer valuable information to help
them during the course selection process.

Jerry York has signed a contract extending his current

position as Boston College's men's hockey head coach
through the 2010-11 season. "Jerry is the best hockey
coach in the country, and the young people that play for
Jerry become the very best student-athletes they can be,"
said Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo. With 739 wins,
York is college hockey's third all-time winningest coach
and the NCAA's most winningest active coach. York,
BC '67, accepted the head coaching position at his alma
mater in June 1994 with 22 years of coaching experience.

He has led the Eagles to five Frozen Four tournaments
1998, 1999, 2000,2001, and 2004 - and four Hockey
East tournament titles 1998, 1999, 2001, and 2005.

After yesterday's first Palestinian
parliamentary elections in a decade, officials
expect a slim victory by the dominant Fatah
movement over the militant Islamist faction
Hamas, based on surveys of voters. While the
results are not yet finalized, Fatah is expected to
have captured enough seats to form a majority,
in coalition with other independent parties.
With Hamas capturing a substantial number
of seats, they are expected to be a significant
check on Palestine Liberation Organization
President Mahmoud Abbas, particularly in peace
negotiations with Israel. Despite the challenge
Hamas will pose within the government, it was
Abbas who pressed for the elections initially,
determinedto limit the power ofHamas and turn
it from an armed militia to a political party.
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Report: Pentagon was watching
some anti-war student groups

-

CSOM professor co-authors
marketing article, wins award

Reports indicate that the Pentagon was monitoring
student groups expressing anti-war views and protest
ambitions at the University of California at Santa Cruz
and other colleges, according to the according to The
Daily Free Press, the Boston University independent
student newspaper. This surveillance has left many
student groups wondering if they will be the next
targets. According to the student activities officer
director, BU was not one of the universities the Pentagon
targeted for information. Although BU would require a
lawfully issued subpoena it would have to hand over
any information to the government. The BU College
Democrats said they would not change their agenda if
they learned they were being monitored.

Associate professor for marketing, Kathleen Seiders, in the Carroll School of Management, was recently
named winner of the "Thomas C. K'mnear/Journal of
Public Policy & Marketing Award," by the American
Marketing Association Foundation for her article "Obesity and the Role of Food Marketing: A Policy Analysis
of Issues and Remedies." The award honors articles that
make significant contributions to the understanding of
marketing and public policy issues. The award will be
presented in June at the Marketing and Public Policy
Conference in California. Seiders' article was co-written
with Babson Law Professor Richard Petty.

LOCAL
Hookah bar would be a nonalcoholic venue if approved

Freshman coach charged with
improper contact with players

Hookah bars may be coming to Allston at least if
two Johns Hopkins University graduates have their way.
At a town meeting Wednesday, plans were presented for
a "cigar bar" which would open on Brighton Avenue,
as reported in the Allston-Brighton TAB. According

The Brookline high school girls' basketball coach was
arraigned Monday, on allegations that he innapropriately
touched four different players during practice, according
to the Brookline TAB. At the arraignment, Coach Jonathon
Alsop, 48, was ordered to stay away from the victims, the
high school, unsupervised children under the age of 18, and
coaching of those under age 18 in general. In addition to
coaching basketball, Alsop is also a nationally syndicated
wine columnist, published in The Boston Globe, among
other publications.

-

to- planners, the tobacco used in the hookahs has less
nicotine than cigarettes and is combined with sweeteners
such as honey and fruit flavors. The bar would be required
to post health hazards. The bar would not sell alcohol,
but patrons could buy snacks and possibly cigarettes.

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for
a story? Call Pilar Landon, News
Editor, at (617) 552-0172, ore-mail
news(S),bcheights.com. For future
events, e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed
description of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.
Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Dan Schwartz, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports(a)bcheights. com.

Bolivia's new president
challenges U.S. policies
Evo Morales Aima rose to Bolivia's
highest office Sunday, becoming his
country's first indigenous president. Morales
is leading a country of 8.9 million that has
seen continual social unrest over the past
three years. Closely allied with Venezuelan
President Hugo Chavez and Cuban dictator
Fidel Castro, Morales promised to be a
"nightmare" for the United States. Aside
from condemning U.S. economic policies
of open markets and privatized industries,
he also opposed U.S. efforts to end Bolivian
cultivation of coca leaf, the main ingredient
in cocaine. Despite these tensions, U.S.
Assistant Secretary ofState Thomas Shannon
said last Saturday's meeting with him should
lead to further dialogue.

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude
of events both on and off campus
including concerts, movies, theatrical performances, and more.
Call Lloyd Liu, Arts and Review
Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail
review@bcheights.com. For future
events, e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed
description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
-

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate, and
balanced information. Ifyou believe
we havemade a reporting error, have
information that requires a clarification or correction, orquestions about
The Heights standards and practices,
you may contact Tom Wiedeman,
Editor-in-Chief, at (617) 552-2223,
or e-mail editor(a)bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Delivery

Police Blotter
1/20/06
Friday, Jan. 20
5:24 a.m. The Transit Police found an unconscious male party at the T station on Commonwealth Avenue. The party was transported
to St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
-

9:06 p.m. -Two intoxicated individuals caused
a disturbance at Conte Forum. Both parties
were excorted from the premesis.

-

Voices from the Dustbowl

1/22/06
3:13 a.m. A party was vandalizing BC property in the McElroy parking lot. The party was
identified and given a verbal warning.
-

7:29 a.m. - An intoxicated party caused a disturbance in Hillside Cafe. The uncooperative
party was arrested and charged with disorderly
person and resisting arrest. The party was transported to St. Elizabeth's Hospital and later
booked at BCPD headquarters.

Q: What off-campus activities should warrant
University suspension and why?

Advertising

By Christy Dunn
"Causing some sort ofharm
to a resident of the community, like by being violent,
because it's not fair to the
community we share with
the residents ofBoston
Mo Lonergan,
A&S '08
"

Saturday, Jan. 21

10:11 p.m. -Aparty received harassing phone
calls in the Mods. A dectective will investi-

12:41 a.m. -An intoxicated minor was in need
of assistance in Cushing/Hardey. The party was
transported to St. Elizabeth's Hospital.

gate.

1:14 a.m. - Newton Police were assisted with a
noise complaint off campus. Officers will now
routinely patrol the area to prevent any further
disturbances.
1:30 a.m.

Newton Police were assisted with
a disruptive party off campus. The party was
broken up and given a verbal warning.
-

3:01 a.m. -An intoxicated party interfered with
officers in the commuter lot before being placed
into protective custody and held at Boston College Police Department for safe keeping. The
party was later issued a trespass warning.

a

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Dylan Hayre, Circulation
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

?

The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified, Display,
or Online Advertisement, call our
Advertising office at (617) 552-2220
Monday through Friday.
The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published on
Mondays and Thursdays during the
academic year by
The Heights, Inc.

Sunday, Jan. 22

1:29 a.m. Two parties were having a verbal
argument in the Mods. The parties were separated and sent on their way.
-

2:10 a.m. -A vehicle was stopped and investigated, resulting in both parties admitting the
possession of marijuana. The two were issued
trespass warnings and escorted from campus.
2:42 a.m. -An intoxicated minor was in need
of assistance after leaving the Infirmary without authorization. The party was placed into
protective custody.
?

Source: The Boston College Police

Department

"A felony. Since it s off
campus and doesn t have
anything to do with BC, it
has to be serious enough to
warrant legal action along
with BC's action"

?

Adam Schertz,

A&S '09

"Murder."
Keri Kaicher,
A&S '09
?

(c) 2005. All rights reserved.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Match:
Jack Bauer vs.
Walt Cummings
Place: Eagle's Nest
Day: Monday
Time: 5:30 p.m.
Only @ this week's
News Meeting.
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Speaker discusses fight for equality in voting rights
Week of AHANA

Celebration event
explores racial
equality at the polls
By

Caitlin Arnould

For The Heights

Although most students who
gathered Tuesday evening to hear
Glen Magpantay speak came
without prior knowledge, they
left thinking about the history and
future of equality among different
ethnic groups across America.
The event was part of the
second annual Week of AHANA
Celebration and was dedicated to
discussing perceived inequalities
that exist throughout the United
States' legal and elections systems.

Magpantay, staff attorney of
the Asian American Legal Defense
and Education Fund (AALDEF).
described his organization's goal
as "making sure all Americans
have equal rights and dignity."
He related this particularly to
the perceived inequalities in the
American legal and justice system, which are vastly ignored by
everyone except those individuals
and minority groups that have
been afflicted by the shortfalls
of the American governing body.
Citing actual events as examples,
he explained details about various
voting inequalities in recent elections, where discriminatory acts
based on race prohibited individuals from voting for the candidate
of their choice.
Magpantay outlined several
examples of this, citing an instance
in the 2000 presidential election in
Chinatown, Mass., where ballots
were quite strangely mislabeled.
Citizens intending to vote for the
Glen Magpantay of the Asian American Legal Defense and Education Fund discussed voting rights in relation to the Asian American community. The event was
Democratic Party checked the
box for what they thought was Al sure that laws where Asian Americonstant influx of new immigrants
He used as examples two laws is a large consensus that has often
Gore's party in Chinese, which
cans can vote in their own lanunable to speak English, and that that currently exist in Texas, which found itself ignored by elected
had been mistranslated and was guage are enforced."
the educational disparities between
mandate that Asians may neither officials.
in fact the Republican Party. The
In 2007, the Language Provimany Asian Americans and more
own property, nor may they testify
"It's very real to have a govRepublican Party under George sions law will expire, which is affluent Americans are so broad against white men in court. The ernment who looks like you repW. Bush was likewise mislabeled
a great source of consternation
that it would take far more than
laws are both unenforceable, but resenting you," he said. In order
and someone attempting to cast a to AALDEF, because without it, a decade for any such equality
their mere existence is testament
for equality to exist among all of
vote for them would have instead
citizens unable to speak English to exist.
to Magpanay's assertion that "we
the inhabitants of the nation, they
done so for the Democratic Party. will no longer be entitled to transHe then explained the second still see the issues of being foreign must all be represented congresThe part) headings were clearly lators to assist them in the voting significant aim of AALDEF to be happening today."
sionally.
interchanged, but amid all the process.
the eradication of pre-existing laws
The third target ofAALDEF, he
This makes it so that the people
Proponents of letting the law which are ethnically disparate. He continued, is to enact new laws that not only feel like they are a part
controversy of the Florida ballots,
this passed unnoticed.
said the) were "working to strike
fulfill the needs of minorities and of the governing body, but so that
expire claim that its 10-year duraHe further explained that his tion will have been enough for down laws we feel are improper." protect them from discrimination. someone with their best interests
organization had three specific all Americans to have learned to because "the laws are inadequate; An important process of doing this will be working for them.
points of agenda.
will be to elect officials of minorspeak competent English.
they don't do what our community
"Ever since 9/11 we see Asian
The first of these was "to make
needs."
Magpantay said that there is a
ity races, specifically where there Americans being treated as the

Purpose of AHANA acronym debated
Acronym, from A1

Martin Luther King, Jr.: '1 have
a dream that one day the sons
of former slaves and the sons of
former slave owners will be able
to sit down together at the table
of brotherhood,'" he said. Aquino
asserted the acronym AHANA
does not fulfill this purpose and is
instead divisive.
After panelists argued their
respective views surrounding the
AHANA acronym, Bewaji opened
up the floor for questions and

acronyms.

Monday's discussion was led
by ALC president Omoiara Bewaji, A&S '07, and the panel consisted of four AHANA students:
Noelle Green, A&S '07; Seye
Akinbulumo, A&S '07; Christopher Cody. A&S '07; and Justin
Aquino, A&S '09.
While Green and Akinbulumo
favored the use of the acronym,
Cody and Aquino considered it
inaccurate and unnecessary.
"AHANA is a structure for
students to address issues of race
and culture. It is a recognition of
unity among people who share
common beliefs, values, and social
conditions," said Akinbulumo. He
explained how the acronym brings
together many of the cultural
clubs on campus into dialogue in
events such as AHANA Rising
and creates a feeling of solidarity
and unity.
Green supported Akinbulumo's
statements. "AHANA is a demographic," she said.
Although the acronym is often
confused as being the name of a
student club or organization, it is
neither of these. "It is important
to get this distinction down,"
said Green. She too considered
the acronym a rallying point for
students to discuss issues of race
and culture.
"When 1 think of AHANA, 1
think of community and history
and unity. AHANA is an affirmation as opposed to a subcategory."
she said.
Cod\ and Aquino disagreed
with these interpretations of the
acronym.
"AHANA is a substitution label
for minority." said Cody. "It is just
another label placed on me." Cody
said how the acronym is often used

comments.

PATRICK FOUH>
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Christopher Cody, A&S '07, was one offour panelists to debate the use and
purpose of the AHANA acronym during Monday night's panel discussion.
by the Boston College administration to promote BC as a racially
diverse school to attract students.
"AHANA doesn't do uhat it says
it does," he said.
Aquino objected to the use of
the acronym on different grounds.
"AHANA indicates inaccuracy.
It is a well-meaning attempt.

but nonetheless flawed." Aquino
pointed out how the acronym
fails to take into account people
of Middle Eastern descent, as
well as Latin cultures which are
not Hispanic.

Furthermore, Aquino indicated
that the acronym excludes whites
as well. "In the words of Rev

Audience members and panelists discussed current race issues
on campus and agreed that integration needs improvement, citing
examples of tables divided along
racial and ethnic lines in the dining
halls as well as the creation of a
the recent Facebook group satirizing the acronym, which panelists
dismissed as trivial in the scheme
of things.
Students in the audience
stressed the importance of reaching out to people ofother races and
cultures, even when the experience may be uncomfortable and
intimidating.
BC alumni and professors present in the audience also expressed
their opinions.
Eva Maynard, assistant director
of the alumni association and BC
'97. regarded AHANA as a vehicle
for communication. "The term is a
way of saying, 'don't ignore me,'"
she said.
Dan Bunch, director of Living to Learn and BC class of
'79. stressed the importance of
mutual concessions between AHANA students and the rest of the
student body. He indicated that
it is important for white students
to reach out to AHANA students
and vice versa. "Let us not be narrow-minded: meet in the middle
somewhere," he said.

PATRICK FOUHY I HEIGHTS PH

part of Week of AHANA Celebration.
'other people" who are dishonest,
who can't be trusted," he said.
Students in attendance left with
knowledge of the difficulties and
struggles that still exist throughout
America and Magpanay's advice
to get involved in organizations
that help counter disparity and
engender equality.
"1 really see that there

is

so

much work that needs to be done,
that we still have so far to go,"
said Tony Wong, A&S '08. "I
hope there is something 1 can do
to improve equality, because that is
something that every single human
body deserves!"

"This winter, we saw a good starting point for the
conservation initiative The major impetus is now
in the hands of the students."
...

?Susan Burton,
Associate Director of Residential Life

University saves
energy, recycles
Energy; from AI
in BC-sponsored extracurricular
was no easy task. The
main result, however, was an effective consolidation of students,
leading to decreased energy usage," she said. "This winter, we
saw a good starting point for the
conservation initiative. There are
many measures, however, that
we would still like to see put into
effect this semester. The major
impetus is now in the hands ofthe
students."
The first of these measures is
expected to begin this February
and end in late March. The Better-Off campaign, sponsored by
Ecopledge and the Environmental
Action Coalition (EAC), is a conservation contest between the residence halls of Newton Campus.
The dorm having most increased
its energy savings from those of
last year will win a prize, according to Phil Pietrangelo, A&S '09,
member of Ecopledge.
"It's time for every student to
understand the importance of this
issue. Not only are we looking for
successful way of conserving our
University's energy, but we wish
to engage students as well. The
Better-Off contest should be an
excellent wav to grab students'
attention and show them that every
little thing makes a difference."
activities,

Aside from the contest, BC
is set to participate in Recycle
Mania, a national competition
involving 91 college institutions.
After placing 16th out of 44 last
year, BC now faces the difficult
task of improving this mark, said
George Arey, assistant director of
Residential Life.
"People don't realize the amazing amount of energy used each
and every day. A single cell-phone
charger can cost up to $4 a day to
operate. The greatest influence
we can hope our participation in
Recycle Mania will achieve is to
create awareness," he said.
With campaigns such as these
in mind, students voiced their
support for the University's new

plans.
"With so many offices and organizations working collaboratively, BC really has an opportunity to
make a change here. Conserving
energy on such a large scale may
seem unreasonable, but when everyone is working together, good
results are not too much to ask for,"
said Kia Guarino, A&S '09.
Michael Ruscito, A&S '09,
echoed this sentiment. "Saving
energy may seem unimportant to
some, but when you think about
it, the money saved can be used
elsewhere. It's not like it takes a
tremendous effort to turn off the

lights."
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"It's bad enough that
neighbors are disturbed
by loud parties and
drunken behavior.
When it escalates to
people cavalierly going
down rows

of cars

and knocking mirrors
off, that's completely
unacceptable."
Robert Sherwood
Dean for Student
Development

?

Student
incidents
prompt
action
Suspensions, from A J
severe cases this semester led administrators to suspend students
more quickly.

Two separate incidents that
were cited both involved Boston

College students who had kicked
side mirrors Off cars lined along
Commonwealth Avenue one of
the cases resulted in 10 cars in a
row each missing a side mirror.
At least one of the students
involved still awaits a court date
and possible legal punishment, in
addition to the University-imposed
suspension.
"It's bad enough that neighbors
are disturbed by loud parties and
drunken behavior," said Sherwood."When it escalates to people
cavalierly going down rows of cars
and knocking mirrors off, that's
completely unacceptable.
"The concern that the police
department has is this seems to
be a pattern of activity. They've
cited other examplesof vandalism
ofcars, suggesting that it could be
and probably is - BC related."
Relations between BC and the
surrounding neighborhood have
always been tense, but this past
semester brought a surge of complaints about drunken behavior
and destruction of property from
neighbors.
Around 300 students were
brought in for disciplinary review
due to off-campus incidents and
30 arrests,were made by District
14 police.
With the University's purchase
of the Brighton Campus land,
neighbors have expressed concern
about the increase in student traffic in the neighborhood that may
result from development on that
land. The University has expressed
a desire to ensure that this become
less of an issue and is using suspension the strongest penalty
it can impose to keep students
well-behaved off campus.
"Everything that students do
when they're in the surrounding area affects the University
and what it wants to do with the
Brighton Campus," said Bill Mills,
director of community affairs.
Police and many neighbors had
been upset by the lack of punishment students were receiving for
various incidents. Often neighbors
see students committing crimes
and attempt to catch the students,
but are unable to do so and the
perpetrators get off without consequence.
"The level of frustration goes
up for neighbors when students
get away with urinating on lawns
and vandalizing property," said

Twenty-five students who are members of BC's Pro-Life Club journeyed to Washington, D.C., to participate in a conference and rally supporting the anti-abortion causes last weekend

i

-
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100,000 gather for convention, rally
March,from A1
of the pro-life message, apart from
abortion, in terms of stem cell research, cloning, threats to life, so
to speak," said Camacho.
In this respect, the event helped
to broaden the definition of "prolife" into more than just a synonym
for anti-abortion. One specific
workshop dealt with the question
of how the pro-life movement can
work to ally itself with individuals
who are opposed to these other issues, such as cloning, and to find a
common ground with people who
may be pro-choice.
The students were very enthusiastic about the conference.
"We were happy to hear from
the most active pro-life advocates.
The speakers came from diverse
backgrounds," said Jeff Jozefski,
A&S '08.
"It was empowering," said Emily Reeves, A&S '08. "One woman
spoke about her everyday commitment to counseling and educating
women outside ofabortion-referral
clinics in Northern Ireland. She
works every day to preserve life,
and so should we."
Danielle Huntley, A&S '06,
who helped plan the conference,
was chosen as president ofAmerican Collegians for Life, now Stu-

dents for Life ofAmerica, and she
will be in charge of organizing the
event next year.
On Sunday night, the students
attended Mass at the Basilica of
the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception. The Mass

"It was empowering. One
woman spoke about her
everyday commitment to

counseling and educating

of
abortion-referral clinics
women outside

in Northern Ireland"
?

Emily Reeves,
A&S '08

was celebrated by Cardinal Keeler

and other cardinals, bishops, and
more than 500 priests, with over
6,000 people in attendance.
The next morning, after having breakfast and Mass together,
the BC students, carrying pro-life
signs, walked past the Supreme
Court building along with other
Jesuit schools in the annual March
for Life.
In addition, there were many
high school students, adults, and

children from across the country
who took part.
Friedrich, who was participating in the walk for the seventh
time, said of the numbers, "It's
usually around 100,000people that
show up for it and that's huge, just
seeing so many other people who
are supporting the same issue as
you are."
Camacho expressed that same
sense of awe.
"It took us about an hour just
to get in the line to march, there
were that many people," he said.
"And the march itself took maybe
an hour and a half. I thought it
was really cool seeing how many
people were out there. I was just
one person marching, but as a part
of a bigger group. It was certainly a
great experience and feeling."
As a result of their experiences
at the conference and March for
Life this weekend, the members
ofBC Pro-Life are looking toward
the future, ready to implement
their new knowledge here at BC.
"We're planning a Respect Life
Week, currently the third week of
February, and we're hoping to do a
few activities that were mentioned
[at the conference]. We're also
hoping to become more active and
bring more speakers to campus,"
said Friedrich.

The March for Life proceeded along the National Mall, beyond the Capitol,
to the Supreme Court. Other Jesuit schools also participated in the rally.
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GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.
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Sherwood.
"When students are caught, the
expectation is that the punishment
will be severe."
The University stresses the importance ofkeeping good relations
with the surrounding neighborhood and says that there will be no
tolerance for incidents that reflect
negatively on BC and the entire
student body.
"BC wants its students to recognize that their actions both on
campus and off campus put a
negative light on BC and students
are going be held accountable,"
said Tom Keady, vice president
for governmental and community
affairs. "We expect them to act
as responsible young adults and
when they don't, they will be
punished."

Boston College Army ROTC awards merit-based scholarships to qualified Freshmen and Sophomores. For details, coniact Captain Tashiro at 617-552-3230 or
BC ArmvßOTOOhr
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'Operation: Over'
looks to end conflict
Ailise McMahon
For The Heights
By

Operation: Over, a Boston-based antiwar organization, held its first meeting
Thursday to galvanize the youth of Boston
in promotion of its cause. A directive of
the Free Youth Network (FYN) of Boston,
Operation: Over is "a direct action campaign targeting all local links to the war
and forces behind it, from the military
recruiters occupying our schools, to the
authorities planning a [biological] weapons lab in Roxbury, to the corporations
profiting off the murder of people from
their offices downtown."
"We felt a need to revive the anti-war
movement in America, to make it more
effective," said Micah Lee, a student
from Boston University present at the
meeting.
Seeking to bring a change in the
amount of violence in Iraq by March, the
group met at the Papercut Zine Library
near Harvard University, with roughly
60 people in attendance. Members determined that the group should be horizontal
in structure and non-violent in nature.
"The media will probably call us violent,"
said one member, "but we are not. We must
refuse to cause harm to others."
After acknowledging the impossibility
of bringing a complete end to the war in
Iraq by March, Operation: Over decided
to focus on concrete goals in the Boston
and Greater Boston area. One issue that
received a good deal of discussion was the
biological weapons laboratory scheduled
to be constructed in the southern end of
Roxbury this March. Currently, the lab is
planned to be built in a densely populated
area near by the BU Medical School.
"[The lab] is a bio social level four lab
(BSL-4)," said Lee. "Level Four is the
highest level for these labs and there are
only three or four of them in the country.
The lab is funded by Boston University
and the federal government and it will
carry out research on some of the most
dangerous substances in the world, such
as anthrax."
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"Other Catholic institutions, like Holy Cross, Notre Dame, and Georgetown, have much better
clauses. It has nothing to do with our being Catholic; it has to do with intolerance."
Nyck Bernier,
UGBC Senator & A&S '07
?

Resolution supports GLC,
calls for tolerance by Univ.

Another goal discussed was using the
media to spread the word about this new
anti-war movement in Boston. Other ideas
included counter-recruitment action in local universitiesand high schools, cooperationwith other anti-war organizations such
as The Catholic Worker and United for
Justice with Peace, and the general aim of
getting more people involved, especially
Resolution, from Al
members of the general population.
Lee and Amelia Mitter-Burke were the tion seeks to symbolically, officially relay
facilitators at Thursday's meeting, responto the administration that the student body
sible for getting the actual operation movdoes not approve."
ing in response to March's anniversary of
Kelly, who co-wrote the resolution last
Operation Iraqi Freedom. Lee works on semester with fellow senator Nyck BerThe Student Underground newspaper at nier, A&S '07, said that while the UGBC
BU and Mitter-Burke is a student at BU, has no authority over the administration,
but several other colleges in the Boston the purpose ofthe resolution is to "convey
area were also represented at the meeting
that students are more tolerant than the
including Harvard, Northeastern Univeradministration."
sity and Boston College.
"We want BC to have a tolerant imAlthough the meeting was mainly atage," he said.
tended by students, a number of concerned
According to the resolution, "it is the
non-students were present, and they alerted UGBC Senate's duty to safeguard the
the group to the importance of educating interests and rights of the entire commuthe ordinary American citizens. These
nity." Senators responsible for sponsoring
the resolution believe it accurately reflects
people reminded the group that it can be
very difficult to get alternative information the feeling of the student body, citing the
if one is outside the university realm. The 89-percent student vote in favor of changgroup discussed ways to provide informaing the non-discrimination clause on last
tion to Bostonians outside the university year's referendum.
"The Senate chose to pass the resolusystem on the reasons, events, and effects
of the war in Iraq.
tion as a group elected by the student body,
The meeting, called the Boston Conacting on behalf of that student body, to
sults, was held on a larger scale at the make the administration aware that their
Regional Consulta in Hartford, Conn., to behavior is unacceptable," said senator
bring together other groups throughout the Joseph Feeney, A&S '08, who co-sponNortheast that are mobilizing for direct sored the resolution. "It shows that student
action against the war this spring. The voices have been heard by the people who
decisions made by the Boston Consulta are supposed to hear them."
By passing the resolution, the Senate
will be presentedto the Regional Consulta,
and larger goals will be finalized.
claims it is "not only defending the rights
The Boston FYN group stressed the of the GLBT community but the rights
need for additional participants to achieve
of all students who are affected by being
its goals for the protest. Operation: Over forced to learn in an environment where
asserts that Bostonians have the power
many of their peers are discriminated
to overturn decisions if they can only
against." The resolution also cites BC's
get together and say "NO." According to recent rating among the nation's most hothe group, this can start with a refusal to mophobic universities and seeks changes
allow a biological weapons laboratory to in the administration's actions to dispel
be built at BU.
this reputation.

"[The cancellation] says we are a very
homophobic school among the higher
levels of administration," said Bernier,
who co-wrote the resolution in addition
to writing the amendment that created
the GLC.
The resolution also states that "GLBT
prospective students will not wish to apply
to a university that regularly practices discrimination, and Boston College's reputation will suffer as a result.
"The story has appeared among the
mainstream media, shedding negative
light on the University." Radio stations
as far away as California have publicized
the dance's cancellation, including the Bill
Handel Show airing out of Los Angeles on
K.FI AM 640.
While the cancellation of the dance was
the impetus for the resolution, the Senate
also sought to include other events as examples of discriminatory actions toward
GLBT students by the administration,
said Kelly.
In particular, the resolution cites the
failure to create a GLBT resource center
"that was set aside by the UGBC Senate
for counseling of the GLBT community."
"A deal was made for the GLBT
to have a space, similar to that of the
Women's Resource Center, which would
be furnished," said Kelly.
"The UGBC gave the GLBT a small
conference room where they now have
their meetings," said Kelly. "There has
been no official commitment or help in
securing that space."
"The canceling of the dance was the
last straw," said Bernier. "[The situation]
goes back to when the University tried
to restrict having Allies on campus." Allies were finally allowed following the

coming out of UGBC President at the
time, Adam Baker, during the 2002-2003
academic year.
"This resolution is a statement urging
the administrationto change their views,"
said Bernier. "We're doing everything
in our power as a Senate to support the
GLC"
Senators sponsoring the resolution as
well as theresolution itselfalso referenced
the recent revision of the non-discrimination clause as an apparent contradiction in
University action.
According to the resolution, "[the
dance cancellation was] contrary to the
wishes ofthe student body of Boston College as revealed in last year's referendum
vote in favor of changing the University's
non-discrimination clause. It is now clear
that the University ... acquiesced in word

only."
"The resolution is clearly in correlation to what the students voted for," said
Feeney. "Despite the student vote, the
administration is still discriminating."
"Ifthe administration had no intention
of changing in action, they should not have
changed the clause. It's a step in the right
direction, but superficial at the bottom of
it," said Kelly.
The Senate intends "for this resolution to convey that the UGBC does not
share in the homophobic attitudes of the
administration, and [will] thereby work to
counter the discriminatory practices ofthe
administration."
"It was the failure of the non-discrimination clause," said Bernier. "Other
Catholic institutions, like Holy Cross,
Notre Dame, and Georgetown, have
much better clauses. It has nothing to do
with our being Catholic; it has to do with
intolerance."

Where will you be when it happens? Join the News Team.
THERE'S NO G REATE R ADVENTURE THAN TRUE LOVE.

APARTMENTS!
EXCELLENT SOUTH STREETLOCATION
ON THE BC SHUTTLE BUS
ONE STOP ON THE B LINE
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7 MINUTES)
BUILDING IS ALL BC STUDENTS
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2006!
NO FEE!
617-738-7870
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fX>BEDROOM1,2&3
APARTMENTS!
From $1,100 & up!
(includes heat and hot water)

LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS WITH DISHWASHERS,
REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES
PRIVATE PARKING AVAILABLE ON SITE

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT!

ONLY THE BEST SURVIVE.
JAMES FRANCO 7YRESE GIBSON JORDANA BREWSTER
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JANUARY 30 7:OOPM
GASSON 305
MIKE SHERRY '05
CAMERON DUFFY '04
JIM O'CONNELL '04
FREE ROGGIE'S PIZZA!

TEACHFORAMERICA
www.teachforamerica.org
Full salary and health benefits. Seeking all academic majors. No education courses or experience required.

Gra.dua.tion Continues...

100 Days @ the Roxy
Thursday, February 2 nd 2006
,

Bpm-Midnight

Tickets $20
Available starting Thursday, January
26 th in McElroy Ticket Booth
Mon-Fri llam-3pm
-

Credit cards not accepted!!!
BOSTON COLLEGE
SENIOR WEEK

Start showing off your senior spirit by
picking up an official Senior Week
$10 or pint glass for $3!
t-shrrt for m
.

._

-

,

?

Questions seniorwßek@Jyc.Bdu
-

.

,

or 2-3492
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CLASSIFIEDS
CHILDCARE

TRAVEL

REAL ESTATE

Newton: Looking for someone
to help with two boys, 5 and 8,
two/three afternoons or weekend
nights. Must be creative, energetic, help w/ homework, some driving. Experience and car a must.
Call Judie (617) 332-9846.

SPRING BREAK 20*06 PANAMA
CITY BEACH, FLA. 5,6,7 night
packages, www.springbreakpcb.

Room for Rent -midway between two BC campuses. Private
Entrance, Private Bath. Refrig-

com.

erator, Electricity, Heat included.
Non-smoker. 450/ month. Eves
(617)969-6338.

Sweet, fun-loving 3. & 4. yr.
-old girls seek non-smoking,
adventurous babysitter for two or
three afternoons per week. We
live only 0.4 miles from BC Law
School and approximately one
mile from the Main Campus. We
also need a babysitter this summer for 20-25 hours per week.
Please contact Leslie at (617)
901-2546.
Two very sweet girls, 8 and 5,
seek responsible, reliable, funloving, and nurturing babysitter
for longterm commitment. Needs
to be available this semester,
over the summer (not full-time),
and the upcoming academic year.
Flexible hours, including some
weekend evenings. Must have
car for occasional playground
trips and after school pick-ups.
Excellent compensation and happy family environment. Please
call (617) 527-6897.

LOOKING FOR A
ROOMMATE FOR
THE SUMMER OR
EVEN NEXT YEAR?

PLACE AN AD IN
THE CLASSIFIEDS!!!

Spring Break 2006. Sun Splash
Tours- The Experts. Running
Spring Break Since 1988. Hottest
Destinations- Biggest Parties.
The Lowest Prices. Prices from
$204. www.sunsplashtours.com.
1-800-426-7710.

HELP WANTED

Need an extra $36,000 a year in
your spare time? Complete Vending Business for sale. Snickers,
Hershey, and Mars chocolate
bars. 100 high traffic locations
and displays. Total investment
$5,000. Hurry, limited territories.
1-800-853-7155 or vending-

Only $10 per issue.
E-mail
yuvi@bc.edu
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call Vicky at
(617) 552-0364.

com

Teach COOL SCIENCE to kids
@ schools & parties. Need car,
exp,w/kids. Mat'ls prov. P/T. $25/
prog, msboston@flash.net

CAN YOU BE THERE
FOR YOUR OLDER PARENT
WITHOUT ACTUALLY HAVING TO BE THERE?

HAVE TO
IvcANY

PLASMA
FOR.

Want to let the whole
campus know justhow
much you love that special
person?
Or perhaps, let a friend or

justhow

awesome they are?

Place a VALENTINE'S
MESSAGE in The
Heightsior just $5!
Email yuvi@bc.edu for
details!

One out of five adults finds themselves as the
designated "caregiver" for a loved one who can
19

11
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no longer manage alone. This role can often

snowball, weighing heavily on you as you cope
with the demands of caregiving. There may be

\u25a0

NOAHWYLE

The Humane Chartty Seal
of Approval guarantees
that a health charity funds
vital patient services
or iife-savlng medtaal
research, but never
anlnnaJ experinients,

services and organizationsright in your parent's
neighborhood that can help when you're not

around. The outcome is better care for your
parent, and less anxiety for
you. Visit www.fami]ycare

a world of support, answers
-

Washington, D.C

www Hafr/an&Sea)org
202-686-2210. axl 335

i
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mr\

givinglol.org and discover
and advice for both of you.

Council on Human* Giving

McDonald's

or

It's almost that time of
the year again....

roommate know

Pride and participation may vary.

I

Place your classified
here!

EAGLESNEEDJOBS.COM. We
need paid survey takers in Chestnut Hill. 100% free to join! Click
on surveys.

friends,

I

(wH
it's aot ati up to ypuT"

From the Notional Family Caregivers Association
and the National Alliance for Caregiving
with the generous support ofEisai Inc.

(Wlafm Memi?
I'm lovin' it"
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Off campus revelry
gets out of hand

"What we learn with pleasure we never forget."

Alfred Mercier

-

THE ISSUE: Significant spike in vandalism, drunkeness
WHAT WE THINK: Students deserve suspensions for crime

Ricking

come close to the number of cases where
police can't catch the perpetrators or
a sign post are all inane, can't prove the case.
In a most basic sense, students should
insignificant, and maybe
College
a
Boston
realize
this type of behavior is unacevents
to
humorous
student eating breakfast after a night of ceptable. Destruction of property goes
beyond the lines of just having a good
revelry in the Chestnut Hill area.
But police, neighbors, and now the time at a party it sends a message that
BC administration don't find these students don't care about other people.
things quite as funny, and they plan on Students should use the golden rule
making sure students feel the same way as a general guide don't urinate on
someone's home ifyou don't want them
or else. The University has begun a
right-minded policy of suspending stu- to do the same on yours. It sounds simple
dents more frequently for off-campus and childish, whichmakes it even more
incidents that go beyond the realm of embarrassing that this is a problem for
simple intoxication or noise violations supposedly mature college students.
Beyond common sense and morality,
to send a message that this type of bereflects
actions project a negative image
not
be
tolerated
and
these
havior will
upon the University and its students. Our
poorly on BC.
This year has been a particularly bad urban location necessitates at least an
amiable relationship with the surroundone forrelations between BC and its surrounding neighborhood. With expansion ing area, something BC is struggling to
to the Brighton Campus, many residents
maintain. Students constantly clamor
any
have expressed concern that
dorms for a student center, new Plex, performon
the ing arts center, more dorms, etc. The
go
up
that
buildings
or other
campus would only add to the number Brighton Campus is the key to this, but
of drunken students causing havoc in without at least moderate community
support, development will be difficult.
the streets.
Use judgment when you're out on
Sadly, BC students haven't done
much to improve their reputation of Thursday, Friday, or Saturday night.
No one's stopping you from having fun,
late. The University processed 300 rebut when your idea of "fun" leads to
ports from Boston Police involving BC
students in off-campus incidents more headaches and losses for others, then a
than double the number seen in a typical University suspension and possibly lesemester. And this number doesn't even gal action is deservedlyin your future.
a car, urinating in
a driveway, and stealing

-

-

-

Sold out Showdown
leaves out many
THE ISSUE: ALC Showdown sells out within first hour
WHAT WE THINK: Ticket sales flawed for marquee event

On

Saturday night, the campus will again be treated
to the AHANA Leadership

Council Showdown, one of
the biggest and most exciting events on
campus each year, but not everyone who
wants to go will be able to do so.
It is an impressive feat that it took less
than an hour to sell out almost750 seats
in the Plex for this show (263 seats were

reserved for the show'sperformers).This
speaks to the popularity of the competition, one that has consistently brought
excitement and attention to the dance
and AHANA communities at Boston
College. It's great that students were
waiting in anticipation to buy tickets to
see the different groups and cultures that
will be represented.
But though the event selling out is
something to be proud of, the way it sold

Rather than
the typical limit on the number of tickets
a student can buy that exists for most
shows that go on sale at the McElroy
out needs to be discussed.

ticket office, including last year's Showdown, anyone was able to buy as many
tickets as he or she wanted. Students
were overheard buying anywhere from
15 to 40 tickets at a time - presumably
to give them to friends, but the potential
for scalping is certainly there for such a

popular event.
Students who aren't friends with one
of these ticket-mongers will be left out
in the cold on Saturday, even though they
may have showed up just an hour after
tickets went on sale.
The frenzy demonstrates a positive
excitement for a campus event, but it's
unfortunate that yet another BC ticketing

situation has become a problem.

2006 football lacks

games worth seeing

Classifications can mislead and damage
What is a race?
As the child of two immigrants
a mother from Cuba and a father
from Greece I've had to consider
that question from every conceivable
angle and have in no way arrived at
anything resembling a coherent answer. That someone else should then
attempt to answer the question on my
behalf (the intent of Monday's article
"Study says racial diversity statistics
may be skewed") is beyond insulting. I was baptized Greek Orthodox
and grew up speaking Spanish over
dinners of black beans and pork. My
English is unaccented, and my skin is
light but olive-toned. What possible
check-box could 1 fit under?
The truth, however, is that my case
is not all so unique: it simply highlights the gross inability of our current
racial categorizations to accurately
reflect anything. If our students had
any backbone, they would recoil from
the easy classification of "white."
What is white? Is not the very idea
-

Buffalo.

As professor Michael Resler so
cogently and courageouslyargued last
week, the administration's decision
to cancel the GLBT ball reflects a
disturbing development that deserves
careful attention from the University community of current students,
alumni, friends, and faculty.
In contrast to the monolithic approach of the administration, it is my
sincere hope that this decision will
stimulate a broad, democratic discussion about how we are to understand
the Catholic, Jesuit tradition of Boston College. The administration has
clearly shown us its interpretation
inspired no less than by a profound
fear of homosexuality but does this
reflect the thoughts and opinions of
the wider University community?

What's

The

So athletics, it's in your interest and
the benefit of the students to give us
a few non-ACC games that produce
excitementrather than yawns.
to

Heights
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Steven Keppler, General Manager
David Benoit, Managing Editor

A real, democratic debate is needed
because the stakes are high for BC.
Beyond the fact that it is flatly wrong
to discriminate against a group of
fellow human beings simply because
they love someone of their same
gender, sanctioning a climate of intolerance on campus will only hurt
the University in its ability to attract
a broad and diverse community of
students and faculty. The administration appears to be afraid ofdifferences
among human beings; they appear to
want a homogenous community. But
do we all?

Michael Meno
BC '01
Warsaw. Poland

your opinion?

"I don't want a black history month. Black
history is American history."
Morgan Freeman

-

basketball).

Alex Yiannopoulos
A&S '07

-

ally hurts the team in preparation for
conference play and in terms of tournament seeding and bowl placement (see
Boise).
BC Sports Marketing can give out
all the free T-shirts, hot dogs, and foam
fingers it wants, out what students want
most are big-time games. It's become

painfully obvious that BC students just
aren't that interested in their teams,
but the one full-proof way to pack the
stands is to schedule marquee match-ups
(see Florida State football and Syracuse

that Germans, Italians, and Irishmen
are somehow culturally indistinct
because their skin happens to fall
within a certain range ofsimilar tones
utterly degrading? Since when is it
the case that people of British and
French descent can be easily grouped
together by a color-word? And Slavs,
to be precise, aren't from the Caucasus
anyway.
I understand the need for social
justice and appreciate the degree to
which working for it requires intercultural dialogue and a confrontation
with racism. But it is demeaning to
people of all ethnic backgrounds to
subjugate the wealth and diversity
of cultures under a few banner-terms
like "Hispanic" or "Caucasian" or
"black." Our current attempts to group
students in arbitrary classifications of
nonexistent racial groups are therefore
both misguided and damaging.

In support of professor Resler

THE ISSUE: Next season's football schedule is full of fluff.
WHAT WE THINK: Big names draw big crowds
Ohio. BYU. Maine.
Excited for your 2006
Boston College non-conference football schedule? It's
almost as good as the 2005 version
that had Army, Ball State, and BYU in
Alumni Stadium. Or this year's basketball slate, with the likes of Shawnee
State, Drake, Sacred Heart, and Texas
Southern making up the cast of lower
division pushovers that entered Conte
Forum.
The benefit to these games is, of
course, a much higher chance of winning for the Eagles in preparation for
a tough ACC schedule, and every team
has to mix games like this in to prevent
burnout. But at some point it actu-

"Office Hours" appears in this space every
Thursday. Faculty can submit columns
of 400 words to editor@bcheights.com.

?

Agree? Disagree?
Send your opinion (200 words or less)
to be publishedin next Thursday's Forum.

editor@bcheights.com

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for
clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to prevent libel.
The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany
not exceeding 200
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Bring the movie,
after the hook
By Martha Bayles

It

is natural for college professors to
knock movie adaptations of great
books, and no wonder: Hollywood's
record of dumbing down classic literature,
not to mention popular culture's overweening claims on student attention, can
make showing a film seem more hindrance
than help. Yet film adaptations have their
place. I would argue that the right movie,
shown at the right time and in the right
way, can be richly educational. But let me
propose a caveat: Never lead off with the

movie.
To the hapless educator trying to
interest students in material that is less
user-friendly than, say, Spider-Man, it's
tempting to use the film version of a book
as a sort of canape to whet student appetite
for the main course.
But this doesn't work. To lead off with
the film is to invite students to treat it as a
substitute for the book. (This is especially
true if the film is old, slow-paced, or otherwise lacking in state-of-the-art production
values. About technical film craft, young
people are terrible snobs. For them, sitting
through an antiquated movie is hard work,
almost as hard as turning pages.)
To lead off with the film is also to
give it a prior claim to authenticity, and
to reduce the book to source material or
worse, corrective. The process ofreading
and discussion thereby becomes one of
finding fault with the movie. This is no fun
and often prompts students to say, "We're
sure you're right, Professor Scoldtongue.
But we liked the movie!"
Thus it is only logical that the right
time to show the film is after the book
has been thoroughly digested. If the film
is-halfway competent, it will provide the
pleasure of allusion, as students recognize
characters, details, and themes. To students who have difficulty visualizing from
the page, the film will also provide the
pleasure of illustration (which, contrary to
the print-worshiping McLuhanites among
us, is a perfectly respectablepleasure that
has been around for many centuries).
But most importantly, showing the film
after reading the book puts the burden
of correction on the students. And in my
experience they take great delight in parading their superior understanding, using
the text as the standard by which the film's
every deficiency may be rooted out.
This isn't a reason to show lousy adaptations. The more elusive a film's deficiencies, the harder the students must work to
root them out. Again, these observations
are based on a tiny sample my own students. But here is my rule of thumb: when
good books are followed by good movies,
the classroom comes alive.
-
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Meet Morning Star

You've

seen him standing outside the 7-Eleven in
Cleveland Circle. He is the tall, broad-shouldered.
Native American man with long, black hair and wide,
big-knuckled hands. His name is Morning Star.
One day I came upon a woman in her 30s urgently talking
to Morning Star. I slowed to a stop and the woman said to me,
"Maybe you can talk some sense into him - he believes that
Aili'se
fundamentalist Christianity crap! How the hell was coal made
in one goddamn day?" Well, I don't know the answer to that,
McMahon
but I know his people didn't always believe in the Bible. Not
so long ago they believed in what they saw written in the sky. The arrival of

Europeans changed things.
I spent most of the '90s living in the central Canadian city of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, and I remember that everywhere I went 1 faced the issue of displaced
Natives. During the winter I would see Native men wearing the neon-colored
ski jackets that women and girls had sported in the '80s.
I remember sitting in grade school and being shocked that the Native people
would chase bison off cliffs. The lesson, however, quietly stepped around
chapter 2.5: "The Depopulation of the Indigenous People by the Europeans."
But what was the population of the indigenous people before Columbus? It is
extremely difficult to say.
Scholarly estimates gathered in the Wikipedia Encyclopedia vary from 8.4
million to 112.5 million persons. In 1976, geographer William Denevan used
the fragments of evidence available to make a "consensus count" of 54 million. With regard to depopulation, Noam Chomsky's writings frequently refer
to the genocide of the NativeAmericans over the past 500 years. So, was/is it
genocide?
"Genocide" is defined as "the systematic and planned extermination of an
entire national, racial, political, or ethnic group." Historian David Stannard
argues in his book American Holocaust: The Conquest of the New World that
"the destruction of the Indians of the Americas was, far and away, the most
massive act of genocide in the history of the world." Stannard estimates that al-

most 100 million American indigenous
can Holocaust" of 1492-present.

people have been killed in the "Ameri-

Political scientist R. J. Rummel argues the question differently in his book
Death by Government, saying that between 2 and 15 million indigenous people
were the victims of "democide" at the hands of the Europeans. The huge difference in results is partly explained by Rummel's taking into account the loss
of 80 percent of the indigenous population as a result of European and African
diseases. He defines "democide" as "the murder of a person or people by a
government, including genocide, politicide, and mass murder." Nevertheless,
Rummel acknowledges the undeniable: "Even if these figures are remotely
true, then this still makes the subjugation of the Americas one of the bloodier,
centuries long, democides in world history."
The CIA World Fact Book states that the population of the United States
stands at 295,734,134 people (July 2005). The 1990 Census report of the
Native Americans found the combined population of the 30 existing Native
American tribes to be 1,878,285 people. When all these figures are taken into
consideration, Morning Star did well to survive at all.
On Monday night, Morning Star was not feeling very good sitting in
slush is not fun. "I know what people think, you know. They walk by and they
laugh," he said. "But you know what?" He made a small circle over his heart
and pointed to the sky. - "I got him looking out for me. He's always with me.
Always. No matter what."
There's a dove of white flame that dances over the prairies on cold clear
nights. The Native people spent thousands ofyears with this bird and other
spirits while they slept on the Jand. Now the Natives are lost in cities with fake
low lights and no one who even resembles their tribe. So if Morning Star wants
to borrow a little hope and comfort from the Bible, then I'm not going to stop
him. But I may stop him and say, "Hey, you feeling better today?"
It's not OK, people. But it can be better.
-

-

The

By Patrick Campbell

Back

Another thing that bothers me
about this whole situation is that all
/
of the sudden, the United States has
eJ
control over the game of baseball.
Unlike football, which is mainly
played in America, baseball is truly
\ , j
a global game, but recently Washington has acted like it owns the rights
to the sport.
Frank Deford of Sports Illustrated put it best
when he wrote, "In a way, this posture is even more
distasteful than when those anti-Semitic countries
refuse to play Israel. At least those nations have the
strength of their convictions sufficient to take themselves out of the games. We're just being a bully.
No, it's our bat and ball, and you can't play."
During the height of the Cold War, the Soviet
Olympic team boycotted the 1984 Games held in
Los Angeles because of the differences between
the two nations. The United States, specifically
President Reagan, did not prevent the Soviets from
taking part; rather it was the decision of the participating country.
Friday, the government changed its stance
concerning Cuba and announced that the country
would be allowed to take place in the WBC.
The State Department said that all the previous
concerns of the administration had been resolved. It
+

took the combined efforts of the International Baseball Federation, the International Olympic Committee, as well as many others to stand up
to the United States, but their work paid off.
I am glad that beginning in March, baseball
fans, myself included, will now be able to see a true
World Baseball Classic. Though the Cuban team
will not include any defectors currently living in
the United States, such as Livan Hernandez and
Jose Contreras, significantly weakening the team,
the current Cuban players are sure to play their
hearts out.
Baseball runs through the veins ofmany Cubans, and it would be akin to murder if we prevented the players and fans from taking part in a simple
game of baseball.

Patrick Campbell is a sophomore in the College
Arts and Sciences.

of

The principles of the matter

As

a student of Boston

College, I have reached a
breaking point. I have let
several issues of The Heights pass
since the administration's decision
to cancel the GLC Ball. In each of
these issues, at least one, someWill
times multiple articles have run
condemning the administration,
HOBSON
calling them hateful. In response
to all of those columns, and to everyone who
protested the day that the dance was supposed to be
held, and to everyone who steps up on a soapbox
every time that the opportunity presents itself, 1
have one thing to say: Stop it. Stop it now because
on this issue, with this dance, you have crossed the
line.
Why did a dance that was scheduled for the
end ofAIDS Awareness Week, an event which was
slated to donate proceeds to AIDS research, have
to be a gay-themed dance? AIDS is no longer just a
gay health issue, it's a world health issue, and it has
been one for quite some time.
Here's my bone of contention with those of
you who are all up in arms over this: what did you
expect to happen? You honestly expected to have
a University-sanctioned event themed "ANight in
Gay Paris"? You didn't think that the decor of "A

send your art

Night in Gay Paris" might raise some objections
from administration? This is Boston freaking College, not UC-Berkefy! You can't hand out condoms
on campus, you can't have co-ed dorms like they
did on Saved by the Bell: The College Years, and
you sure as hell can't have a dance themed "A
Night in Gay Paris!"
BC is a Catholic university. I am going to
write that again, because this concept seems to be
escaping some BC is a Catholic university. We
all knew this when we applied to go to school here,
just like all the professors knew this when they applied to work here. You knew that you were going
to school in a mostly affluent community with a
sampling of minorities and homosexuals, and that
the administration would expect you to deal with
taking two theology courses, and to put up with
the reliance on the Catholic Church for any and
all morality questions. 1 knew this. 1 assumed that
everyone else did. It's not like BC hides these facts.
There is a Catholic Church, with a big chapel, right
in front of campus, right next to the big red sign.
Our school president is a Catholic priest, every BC
pamphlet you read is adorned somewhere with his
grinning, collared face. And as a representative
of the Catholic Church, which does not condone
homosexuality, of course he will never, ever, ever
support a gay-themed dance.
-

expands
knowledge
By Nathaniel Campbell

Ailise McMahon is a visiting student from Galway, Ireland.

Keep politics out of the game
in December, the Treasury Department
announced that Cuba would not be allowed
to play in the inaugural World Baseball
Classic (WBC).
While this announcement was not completely
surprising considering President Bush describes
Cuba as being one of the few "outpostfs] of tyranny" remaining in the world, I was nonetheless
stunned by the decision. Cuba had always been
allowed to play in international competition,
including events held in the United States such
as the 1996 Olympics.
The Cuban National team even traveled to
Baltimore to play an exhibition game against the
Orioles in 1999. To the best of my knowledge,
Cuban-U.S. relations have not drastically changed
in the past six years, so why the ban on Cuba?
According to the White House, Bush's initial
fears centered around money going to the Castro
regime, as well as the possibility of the WBC being
used by Castro to spy on the United States. While
it is true that the United States has had a trade embargo with Cuba since Castro came to power, does
it really matter in the grand scheme of things if a
few American dollars are pocketed by Cuba?
To ease this concern, Cuban officials, shortly
after being told of their rejection, announced that
any money Cuba would receive during competition
would immediately be given to help with Hurricane Katrina relief. The concerns of bypassing
the embargo are somewhat understandable, but
I simply cannot grasp the idea that the president
believes Cuba would use this opportunity to spy on
the United States.
Does Bush think that a group of amateur baseball players will gain valuable information about
our country from the dugouts of Petco Park or Bank
One Ballpark? Or maybe he believes that team
officials will infiltrate government agencies while
their team is competing?
The president, however, should not be too worried since, rest assured, he is sure to have the Cuban
phone lines and computers wiretapped to prevent
any un-American activities.

New mission

You knew this. The GLC, the GLBT, every
GL-acronymed group on campus, all knew that
ultimately this thing would get shot down. So why
take an event which didn't have to be about homosexuality, and turn it into your soapbox? Because
the real tragedy here is that an event that could
have been a decent opportunity to raise funds for a'
worthy cause never happened because the groups
behind the event were too selfish to compromise.
All the administration did was uphold the policy
ofChurch doctrine. If you have a serious problem
with that policy, that's fine, just don't bother protesting anywhere outside of Rome, because I really
doubt that anybody at McElroy or Campanella Way
has a direct line to Pope Benedict.
The bottom line is that every student and professor who has complained about the cancellation of
the GLC dance, is angry at a Catholic administration for upholding Catholic principles. Get over
yourselves. Nobody is denied admission or employment here because they are gay just like I wasn't
denied entrance because I believe in a woman's
right to choose. The difference is that 1 don't expect
Fr. Leahy to sign off on a pro-choice luncheon at
Corcoran Commons. That would just be ignorant.
Will Hobson is a senior in the College
Sciences.

The Heights is looking for art submissions for next Thursday's black history month section.
Photos, drawings, and paintings welcome. E-mail Lai-Yan Tang at tangre@bc.edu.

ofArts and

New Horizons probe to Pluto is an
investment in the future of humanity, not a pork-barrel waste ofmoney.
The exploratory mission of both the probe and
NASA as a whole is vital to the expansion of
human knowledge, and its pursuit represents
one of the greatest projects of the quest to better ourselves and our world. Indeed, every day
NASA is pursuing important work that may help
to end hunger, reduce poverty, eliminate disease,
and make education better, for although NASA
works in a vacuum, its results do not. Rather,
they are added to the great breadth of human
knowledge that will produce the solutions to
these problems.
Let us examine the real work being done by
NASA to better our society and the condition of
mankind. According to this year's budget summary (available on the Web at www.nasa.gov),
NASA has appropriated more than $800 million
for Human Systems Research and Technology,
"with a focus on improving medical care and
human health maintenance." Since the advent
of the International Space Station, billions
of dollars of medical, biological, and chemical research has been conducted in the unique
environment of "zero-gravity," and scientists are
making new discoveries and breakthroughs that
it would be impossible to make on the surface of
the Earth
Furthermore, the Earth-Sun System program
has a budget for this year alone of over $2 billion; its tasks include climate and ecosystem
monitoring. Indeed, the satellites that NASA
uses to observe the Earth are vital to observing
and understanding climate change; the development or loss of ecosystems all over the Earth
would go untracked were it not for NASA.
The hole in the ozone? Discovered by satellites. The deforestation of the Amazon rainforests? Monitored by NASA. These technologies
and programs are vital to the study of the Earth
and its physical nature.
NASA even gets on board with education;
this year's budget includes $169.9 million for
education programs, so that the great minds of
the future look at the New Horizons probe and
say, "Wow!" instead of, "Who cares?"
Just last week, the Stardust mission returned
to Earth after seven years of chasing and collecting comet dust. 1 remember when the probe
was launched; we did a whole unit on it in our
science class, including playing with a sample of
the new ballistics gel developed specifically to
gather the comet particles. For the first time in
human history, comet dust has been successfully
returned to the surface of the Earth without an
attendant mass extinction. That dust may contain
the key to unlocking the earliest years of the
Earth's formation.
New Horizons marks, in a way, the completion of programs started in the 19705, for by visiting Pluto, we have now sent a probe to every
planet in our solar system. 1 say, "Wow!"
Wonder is the true key to the value of space
exploration. The New Horizons probe is just
the latest step in the millennia-long advance of
human knowledge. Indeed, an important (and 1
would argue the most important) reason that we
study at Boston College is because we value human knowledge and its pursuit as worthy of our
time and effort, apart from any consequences.
We believe that we become better human beings
by expanding our knowledge and understanding of all things. If we value the study of human
dynamics here on Earth, then we also ought to
value the explorationof universal dynamics
in the heavens. We explore because it is in our
nature to do so; humans are inquisitive creatures, and God has endowed us with minds that
can think and hearts that can wonder so that we
might explore.
And if that leap that you feel in your heart
when you gaze into the heavens does not motivate you to support space exploration, then perhaps if they announce that an enzyme developed
uniquely in the "zero-gravity" environment of
outer space may hold the key to fighting cancer,
you will find it in your heart to look up and be
amazed at the power of human exploration.

Nathaniel Campbell is a junior in the College of
Arts and Sciences.
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IF YOU CAN'T KEEP YOUR BABY
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR BABY SAFE!
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The Safe Haven Act of Massachusetts allows a parent to leave a newborn infant 7 days old or
younger at a hospital, police station, or manned fire station without facing criminal prosecution.

You're not Alone.

|b

Baby Safe Haven

www.BabySafeHaven.com

866-814-SAFE(7233)
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1 man business known as the Wilson Park Company.
I "It's a clothing company which combines socially-
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Park, a street near the BC campus.
Company slogan: "Clothes that fit"

T-shirt prices: $15 plus shipping.
Shipping costs $5 for the first shirt, $2
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Law director takes stab at horror
Director of marketing and communications at
BC Law to publish first novel this spring
Jan Wolfe
Heights Senior Staff

By

Each weekday morning for almost
seven years, Nate Kenyon has gone to
work with essentially one goal in mind:
to make everyone else around him look

good.
As director of marketing and communications at BC Law School, he's the
man behind the flattering brochures and
admissions packets that attract bright
students and faculty members to Newton
each year. But his latest publication, the
one he is most proud of, takes place in a
far less glamorous setting, and the picture
he paints is far more sinister. ,
Unbeknownst to many of his colleagues at the law school, at least until
recently, Kenyon is a prolific writer of

horror and suspense novels and has been
tipped among some of his peers as the next
Stephen King or Dean Koontz. His debut
novel, Bloodstone, hits shelves this spring
and has already garnered critical acclaim
within the publishing community.
Unfolding in the fictional Maine hamlet
of White Falls, Bloodstone tells the tale of
an ex-con named Billy who finds himself
compelled to commit acts of evil he does
not understand, including kidnapping a
troubled prostitute named Angel. The
unlikely duo struggles to understand the
bizarre circumstances that have brought
them together in order to uproot the madness eating away at the small town before
it's too late.
Midwest BookReview describes Bloodstone as "the kind of horror novel that
will make readers want to sleep with all

INSIDE FEATURES

THIS ISSUE

the lights in the neighborhood shining
brightly."
A few years ago, Kenyon would never
have anticipated such fanfare, he says. He
pursued writing full-time after graduating
from college in 1993. Out of that extended
sabbatical emerged several novels and
short stories, the most promising ofwhich
was Bloodstone.
After moving to the Boston area to
take a job at the Brookline Public Library,
Kenyon shopped the novel around to about
a dozen agents.
"I was trying hard to break through,"
he said. There were a "few close calls and
some correspondenceback and forth,"but
the publishing world is a crapshoot, especially for young writers, and like many
other promising manuscripts. Bloodstone
was shelved indefinitely.
Each agent who read the original manuscript had the same opinion, said Kenyon:

See Novel, B3

The World Record

Nate Kenyon spends his days creating BC Law brochures and admissions packets, but uses
hisfree time to dabble in fiction. His first novel, Bloodstone, will hit bookstores soon.
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When ninjas,
gold coins, and
robots rule

Grace, Kelsey, Laura, and lan with
children from Canton el Cedro (above)
Salvadoran children gather for the
camera at the San Jacinto shelter

Laura Hopps
For The Heights
By

(below).

ANTIGUO CUSCATLAN, El
Salvador?I can still see the expanse
of Hermana Marcos' desk between
us in her tiny cluttered office in the
Fey Alegria school on one of the
most difficult days of the semester.
She sat gravely, her eyes more tired
than usual. In her many years in El
Salvador, the Irish nun and director
of the school had grown accustomed
to dealing with crises. Until then,
Alex Kamin, A&S '07, Santiago
Bunce, A&S '07, and I had spent
two days a week together in the
school (grades one through nine) in
the marginalized urban community
of La Chacra. While many mornings we were consumed by a sense
of dread of having to face again the
extreme chaos of the school, the
violent behavior of the students, and
our frustrating inability to maintain
order in the classroom, this particular
morning we were in tears at being
told that we could not return.
Because La Chacra is on marginalized land, the hurricane in October
hit the community especially hard.
Many lost their homes, some their
lives, and perhaps it was this added
chaos in the already troubled community that precipitated the increased
gang violence.
We wanted so desperately to be
there for the students, to urge them
not to be afraid, but unfortunately,
the decision to stay was not ours to
make. The directors of the program
explained the situation, consoling us
and offering their support. The reality was that La Chacra had become
too dangerous.

Hermana Marcos described the

problems facing the community,
thanking us for the time we had spent
with them. Santi,Alex, and I sat in
silence, stunned, with tears streaming
down our faces. Our hearts had been
broken - it was the heaviest feeling
in the world. Hermana Marcos asked
if we had anything to say, and when
we could not respond, she told us,
"Sometimes silence and tears speak
louder than words."
In the following weeks, I decided

praxis site of San Jacinto,
where I worked with Grace, a student
at Fordham, Kelsey , a student at
Santa Clara, and lan Phipps, A&S
'07, in a shelter. All of the students
in the Casa program spend two days
a week in a particular community,
doing "praxis," learning through
experience and reflection. Grace,
Kelsey, and lan were also forced to
leave their original praxis site, the
rural community ofCanton el Cedro,
because the hurricanes had rendered
the roads impassible. The shelter and
the center at Cedro are overseen by
Sor Lidia, a Salvadoran nun whose
warm smile and fierce dedication to
those she serves is an inspiration.
While 1 was devastated by what happened in La Chacra, the time I have
spent with the people at the shelter
and at Cedro has been full of grace.
Today has been especially amazing. The rains have subsided and
the road to Cedro is open again. The
center there came about largely due
to the efforts of Sor Lidia. She, along
with non-profit organizations and
volunteers, has worked alongside
the people of the community to plan
and build the center. It sits on a few
acres of land in the mountains, with
a concrete building for classes, a
large kitchen and bakery, as well as a
roofed kiosk. There is now a kindergarten, as well as cooking, sewing,
and computer classes. In only one
year the center has transformed and
united the community.
It is easy when faced with many
of the realities of the world today to
become disillusioned. In our time in
El Salvador, we have seen the legacy
of the country's brutal 12-year civil
war (in which the U.S. government
funded the Salvadoran government's
genocidal methods) manifested in
to join the
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the everyday violence and cycles of
poverty. We have seen faces behind
the depressing Third World statistics
on poverty, illiteracy, disease, and
violence, projected only to worsen.
Though it can be overwhelming, the
center at Canton el Cedro is a testament to what hope, imagination, and
dedication can accomplish.
Today was the graduation of

the classes in Cedro, and everyone
watched as the kindergarteners
marched up one by one to receive
their diplomas and pose grinningly
for photos with their parents. The
women were also graduating from
their classes an especially proud
day for most of them, who have
never graduated from any school.
After the graduation, there was
lunch, cake, and children playing
everywhere. We were all glad that
some kids from the shelter in San
Jacinto could come with us. After so
much time in the shelter, they were
delighted to be able to play Outside
and to have toys. At the shelter,
they are bored, frustrated, and often
become violent, affected by the
frustrations of their parents. No one
knows how long the families will
-

have to live there.
[ spent most of the day taking care
of Tamara, age 2, from the shelter,
cleaning the cake off of her face and
chasing her around. At the shelter she
is always holding her arms up to us,
and when we hold her, she points and
says "alia, alia" (over there), an endless game she likes to play, steering
us around. 1 was surprised today as 1
was holding her and out of nowhere,
she leaned in, kissed me on the
cheek, and wrapped her arms around
my neck. 1 laughed with tears in my
eyes - 1 had never seen her so happy.
Though we could not do anything
to change the situation in which the
children live, at least for one day we
could play with them outside, eat
cake, and let them be kids.
On the way back from Cedro, the
bus broke down, and we walked for
several miles through the dirt roads
winding through the mountains. For
most of the way, we carried the kids
on our backs. Though we were all
exhausted, we laughed, not knowing
how we would return. Somehow, our
experiences had taught us to have
faith the trip home would not be
-

impossible.

COLLEGE CONNECTIONS

Puppy love: A sick dog brings a family together
Where can you find a relation-

ship that provides unfailing loyalty and devotion, unconditional
and unceasing affection ... pretty
much pure worship?
Certainly not in any normal
or, let's face it, healthy human
relationship. But what about the
Alessandra relationship
one can have with a
Preziosi
pet? After all, dog is man's best
friend. Some may call it blind

devotion, but the closest that most of us are going
to come to the truest form of unconditional love is
with a pet.
Being college students, the interaction we have

with pets doesn't usually go beyond the occasional
goldfish or attack by a squirrel. And really, how
much quality time can you spend with a goldfish?
But how many of us have pets we've left be-,
hind? Faithful friends waiting for us back at home
dogs or cats that run to the door when we come
home or curl up on our laps while we watch TV.
That's the loyalty and affection I'm talking about,
and up until a few weeks ago, I had it.
For 15 years 1 had an adorable miniature black
schnauzer sleeping at the end ofmy bed, running
out to greet me. keeping me company and protecting me when nobody else was home. Fifteen years
-

is a long life for a dog, and yet it doesn't seem long
enough when you've just lost a part ofyour family.
1 can barely remember life without her. From
the time I was five she was always our little puppy,
even as she developed cataracts and chronic heart
failure. At only 12 lbs. and barely a foot tall with
more energy and feistiness than any dog I knew, she
never could have been anything but a puppy to us.
It wasn't until the last month that she lost her
energy along with her appetite. We had to prepare
special meals for her that she could only eat if
hand-fed.
For almost a month my mom got up every two
hours to let her out at night. As she grew sicker, we
were presented with more and more opportunities
to show her the kind of love and devotion she'd
always shown us.
As sad as 1 was that we had to let her go, I felt
lucky that I could be home to say goodbye. She was
sweeter than ever toward the end. So many times in
the last month 1 would open my bedroom door to
see her napping just outside of it.
A dog that once relished the role of guard dog
and the freedom of being outside, she now stood
at the door waiting to come in rather than go out.
She let us hold her as often and for as long as we
wanted, never squirming or trying to wriggle free.
She let us love her as much as we possibly

could, and even if it couldn't cure her, she seemed
to know that it was the perfect medicine for us.
Relationships are powerful teachers; they always
seem to present important life lessons. After having
to put our dog to sleep, my family put aside our
busy schedules, put off our basketball practices and
plans with friends, our committee meetings and
homework, and had a nice family dinner - even if it
did seem incomplete.
As we were finishing up our meal, my mom
commented (1 believe to my sister and me in
particular) that we had probably learned a lot more
than we realized from having a dog.
1 asked what she meant and as she rattled off
things like responsibility and how to take care of
someone, 1 knew that the most important thing
anyone could learn from having a dog is how to
love and be loved.
While relationships with people will always be
difficult and complicated, you won't find anything
more pure and simple than the love of a pet. Let
it teach you about true love, and don't give up
on humans just yet they can be pretty cool too,
sometimes.
-

Alessandra Preziusi is a staff columnist for The
Heights. This column appears every Thursday in
this space.

So my roommates play a
lot of video games.
They're not like those guys
that just play video games all
day and get new video games
when they come out and read
about upcoming video game
releases on the Internet. Those
Kevin
guys live next door.
Allocca
I'm not making fun ofyou,
Anthony. You just really like
video games, it's cool.
My roommates go on these binges where, for
two weeks straight, they are up until all hours of
the night screaming and yelling and occasionally something will happen in their video game
world that makes one of them not talk to the
others for a few days straight.
As I'm writing this, one roommate, Jay, is
shouting profanity at a hockey video game.
Video games are never fair if you're losing,
but are too easy if you're winning. Figure that
one out, Socrates.
I try not to get involved. I already have
time-management problems and I don't need
something else sucking those precious hours.
But the nonstop gaming has started to get into
my head.
And I've started to wonder what my life
would be like if everything was like it is in
video games. What would day-to-day life be
like?
Probably something like this.
If life was like video games:
-Our currency would be gold coins. Clearly.
Or rings, if you were a hedgehog.
-Most of our friends would be robots or
ninjas. We would have to invite them over separately because robots and ninjas don't get along.
It wouldn't be that big of a deal until my
roommate Kyle's wedding when he would have
robots and ninjas in the wedding party and they
would totally ruin the wedding ceremony with a
ninja/robot battle. The ninja would win. Oh, and
Kyle would marry a princess.
-All women would be princesses or have
whips. Kyle would marry a princess because he
doesn't strike me as the kind of guy that would
marry someone who carries around a whip.
-Petty theft would be eliminated because all
criminals would only have diabolical/worlddomination master plans involving robots and
stuff. Luckily there would be enough ninjas to
balance out all the robots.
-Every time you screwed something up, you
could turn life off and start over again before
the incident was recorded on the memory card.
-Hunting ducks would be very popular.
-You could be held up for hours at a pedestrian crosswalk if a family of Lemmings was
crossing the street.
-All products with Mike Tyson's name on
them would be renamed every time he got arrested.
-I would invest heavily in basketball nets
because every time someone hit three shots in
a row the net would be incinerated, creating a
huge demand.
The NBA would need as many as 10 or 11
spare nets on hand per game if Shawn Kemp
and Detlef Schrempf were still playing.
-I would be Dr. Mario, Kyle would be Mega
Man, and our neighbor Mac would be Leisure
Suit Larry.
-Everyone's initials would be inappropriate
or suggestive abbreviations.
-If 1 got pulled over for a speeding ticket,
the officer would say:
"Sir do you realize that you were going 800
miles per hour back there? The speed limit here
is 400 miles per hour."
"I'm sorry, officer. I'm just kind of in a hurry
because my girlfriend is being held prisoner by
a dragon."
"Ugh. Heard that one before. 'My girlfriend
is captured' or 'the doctor is turning the animals
into robots.' 1 really wasn't concerned with you
driving so fast until, about two miles back, 1
saw you run over this poor frog who was trying
to cross the road."
"Yeah, if 1 had a gold coin for every time
that happened ..."
-Everyone named Luigi would have low
self-esteem.
-For every one ofyour failures, you would
have 10 seconds to decide whether you wanted
to start over again.
-My friend's cousin Link would be really
pissed that everyone kept calling him Zelda,
because that's actually his wife's name.
-The paperboy would have a far more
memorable role in my day-to-day life.
-No college athletes would have names.
-All disputes would be settled with a
tournament featuring combatants from all over
the world who have mastered all martial arts.
Among them would be two or three people who
could kill you with a special uppcrcut.
-The entire world would be run by Japanese

people.
-And ultimately, if life was like video
games, the ending would usually be disappointing after all the crap you went through to get
there.
But sometimes, in the very best cases, the
ending would be totally worth it.
Kevin Atlocca is a stuff columnist for The
Heights. His column appears every Thursday in
this space.
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Clever T-shirts appear on campus Perseverance
leads to novel
T-shirts, fi-om Bl

Along with roommates and

business partners Joe Guenzer
and Colin Jackson, both A&S "07,
Rancourt started the small clothing company on little more than a
whim.
"We're all band geeks, and

Novel,from Bl

we roomed together last year in

sitting around, looking at T-shirt

sites for some reason and said,
'These don't appear all that hard to
make; we could totally do that!'"

says Rancourt.
"It really was one of those ideas
that came up with no intent of pursuit," says Guenzer. "Everyone in
college has those ideas and plans
that sound fun, but never really
form into something more."
"After thinking about actually
doing it, I began making a Web
site," says Jackson. "It was good
to have something out there to act

incentive."

"We got some money together
and, figuring we could make some
more money through it, as well as
have some fun, we became more
serious about it," says Rancourt.
"So it basically started out as a
joke, but once Colin made a Web
site, we sort of had to just go
with it."
And go with it they did. The
three entrepreneurs arrived for
their interview with merchandise
in tow. Pulling out of a Shaw's
grocery bag two sample T-shirts,
Guenzer displayed their very "college" effort with pride.
The aforementioned "Facebook
Me" and "Massachusetts is for
Liberals" are currently the bestselling shirts of the company's
six designs.
"We're basically trying to make

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.WILSON PARK COM

Vanessa Flavin, A&S '09, is a modelfor Wilson-Park. The "Facebook Me" shirt is one of the company's best sellers.
shirts that people want to wear,"
says Jackson. "It's something you
can wear in leisure time, going
out, or even if you're around your
parents."
Guenzer also noted the shirts'
high-quality-for-less repute.
"All the shirts are made by
American Apparel so they're completely sweat-shopfree and are just
high-quality shirts," he says.

What other ice creams
aspire to be

32005 Cold Stone Creamery,

"strong overall, well-written, but
complex for a first
novel."
And so Bloodstone sat on the
back burner while Kenyon juggled
advancing his career and raising a
family. As he began his new position at the law school, his wife
Nicole thrived at a similar post
over on Main Campus as director
for marketing and communications
for the Graduate School of Social
Work and as an adjunct faculty gratuitously.
member teaching Web design.
"1 didn't set out to write a
Free time is hard to come by for gross-out book," he said. "The
a father of three, but new-found most important thing is always
professional and family stability going to be character development,
encouraged Kenyon to make one mood, and atmosphere. You have
final attempt at finding Bloodstone to make your readers care about
a publisher. Bearing in mind the the people they are going to invest
strict word counts imposed by pubthis time in."
lishers, especially for debut novels,
Mild-mannered and sociable,
he undertook a major overhaul.
Kenyon doesn't conform to pre"At first 1 didn't want to perconceived notions of what horror
form major surgery. But this time writers look like. Now that his
I went through
secret is out,
the book ruth- My advice to aspiring writers one wonders
lessly, just would be don't give up, just if Kenyon has
to see what
endured nerkeep pushing. I have no
would hapvous glances
doubt that the road the at the water
pen," he said.
Much to history
literature is littered cooler. But
Kenyon's disfar, he said
with bestselling writers that so
may, entire
he has yet to
characters and will never be because they encounter any
scenes had to
backlash. In
didn't
through."
be cut from
fact, his colthe novel. But
leagues have
?Nathaniel Kenyon,
he acknowlbeen "incrededges that the BC Law Director ofMarketing ibly supportand Communications
end result was
ive."
far tighter and
"I guess
crisper. While shopping around I've been lucky in my life in that
the revised manuscript, Kenyon my family has always supported
received the lucky break he had me," said Kenyon. "Families of
been waiting for.
horror writers often have a great
He sent an e-mail to a fellow deal of trouble accepting what it*
horror writer and publisher named is being written."
Ed Gorman asking for advice.
Kenyon also credits his parents
Kenyon hadn't corresponded with for his literary success. Although
Gorman in years, but Gorman they both died tragically during his
encouraged him to send over a youth, they instilled in him many
ofthe values he draws upon today,
manuscript.
Impressed by what he saw, including a deep appreciation for
Gorman passed on Bloodstone to the arts. "1 was an avid reader from
Five Star Press, a publisher he had a young age," he said.
co-founded. Eight months later, a
When he wasn't tackling Stebewildered Kenyon had a prized phen King novels, Kenyon would
contract and was left speculating spend childhood afternoons listenwhy he hadn't been so aggressive ing to tape recordings of classic
earlier.
Disney films.
"I had a couple ofgreat connec"I think that if you wanted to
tions, and I let them slip away," he help your child's imagination, have
said. "My advice to aspiring writthem listen to something visual on
ers would be don't give up, just tape and let them create the scenes
keep pushing. I have no doubt that in their head. That really helped
the road of the history of literature me develop my imagination," he
is littered with bestselling writers said.
that will never be because they
Citing his own circuitous route
didn't follow though."
to literary success, Kenyon encourIronically, Kenyon's second ages aspiring writers to always
passion for marketing seems to persevere.
have paid dividends for his career
"I believe finding your voice
is a gradual process. Emulate
as a novelist.
write every
The release of Bloodstone has writers you admire
been coordinated with an impresday, never give up, and believe in
sive Web site, free giveaways, and yourself no matter what."
too long and

Edmond's. One day, we were just

as an

fan mailing lists.
Kenyon is currently negotiating the publication of his second
novel, a more "mainstream thriller" on telekinesis, he says, which
falls more under the umbrella of
suspense writing than horror.
"I took a more scientific approach," he said. "I want it to seem
realistic."
Kenyon describes his approach
to writing as "literary horror." In
other words, he doesn't shy away
from gore, but also won't use it

Inc. AH rights reserved, www.coldstonecreamery.com

"We designed and printed the
shirts ourselves with the assistance
of a private printer. In most cases,
shirts like these tend to be $20 or
more in stores."
The entire process blends creativity with independence.
"Basically, we come up with all
the ideas and designs ourselves.
We do the designs on the computer
(Adobe Illustrator/Photoshop)
then meet with a screenprinter in
Somerville to have them printed
at Rocket Science Screenprinting," says Jackson. "We order
the blank shirts wholesale from
American Apparel and then Rocket
Science does the printing from the
designs we give them. We get the
printed shirts from them and then
warehouse or ship all the orders
ourselves."
"We like doing things independently; we're just into making
clothes that are funny and comfortable," says Rancourt.
"There are a lot of offensive
shirts out there," adds Guenzer.
"We're not about to sell shirts that
say 'Killing Babies' or anything,
because that's just not funny."
But what is funny is the subculture the shirts have begun to create
around campus.
"Joe Sabia wears the 'Facebook
Me' T-shirt on The BC in its most
recent episode," says Rancourt.
"It's cool to be out there like
that."
As it stands, the Wilson Park
Company is open to any and all affiliations. Guenzer adds, laughing,
"We'll pretty much do anything for
some money."
Other involvement can be seen

on the Web site, www.wilson-park.
com, which is fully equipped with
a history of the business, its mission statement, and even models.

"1 like the T-shirts he makes,"
says Brendan Jackson, A&S '09,
in reference to his motivation for
being the "face" of the Wilson Park
Company. Jackson is featured on
the company's Web site as a T-shirt
model. "It's really all a matter of
being made by college kids for
college kids; it makes a great difference."
But he isn't just a pretty face;
he's also an avid Wilson Park enthusiast. Getting fellow freshman
involved, such as Vanessa Flavin,
A&S '09, allows for a spread ofpatronage among the student body.
"I have a 'Facebook Me' shirt,"
says Vanessa Flavin, A&S '09.
"My roommate and 1 are sort of
in love with Facebook, and people
make fun of us, so 1 just thought
it'd be funny to have a shirt making
an explicit reference to it."
Flavin's attitude reflects that of
many of Wilson Park's patrons.
"Customers have a good sense
of a humor. They, like the T-shirts,
aren't pretentious," says Jackson.
And like many college studentcontrived business ventures, one
must ask: where is it going?
"We've taken an idea," says
Guenzer, "or more of a joke, and
turned it into what continues to be
a positive experience.
"In the future, we hope to sell
more shirts, expand our inventory, and," he says while laughing,
"meet private investors who want
to donate generous sums of money
to our cause."
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Put your creativity to good use

-

write for features!

Meetings Mondays, 5:30 p.m., in the Eagle's Nest
Questions? E-mail Denise at ekenstie@bc.edu
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POINT-COUNTERPOINT

This one

The issue: Will Cory Schneider set the shutout record?

matters
Rivalry, from B8

Matt Roman
Heights Senior Staff

My first experience with the
rivalry came at a soccer game.
What an eye-opener that
was. There was plenty of hateful
rhetoric to go around, and. being
the person that 1 am, 1 loved it.
My list of great rivalries is
college-centric, and with good
reason. They're inextricably
bound by their existing as much
for the fans as for the players.
Pro rivalries are paradoxical.
Did Johnny Damon care when he
defected from Red Sox Nation?
That rivalry is perpetuated
almost exclusively by two fan
bases that loathe each other.
This is not a problem in college. The players are as into the
rivalry as the fans.
Would someone from the BC
team be caught dead hanging
with a BU player? It might as
well be high treason. In short,
the college athletes just get it.
"It's the highlight of the
year," said senior forward Chris
Collins of the rivalry- "It's why 1

Yes

came to BC."

When asked if he knew his
class' record against the Terriers,
BC captain Peter Harrold took a
second to think, and guessed that
the Eagles were 11-6.
They're actually 11-7, but he
was close enough to confirm my
suspicions. They keep track, too.
Friday night's game is more
than huge for the Eagles.
It's their first chance to defend
their No. 1 ranking. They can put
more distance between themselves and the chasing pack and
extend the longest conference
winning streak in eight years.
And, by the way, the game is
against BU. It doesn't get much
bigger than that.
Hopefully, it'll suck to be
them, both on and off the ice.

>

Dan Schwartz is the sports editor
of The Heights. His column appears weekly in this space.

NICK TARNOFF
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BU's Dan McGoff sends Brian Boyle into the boards during thefirst meeting.

Eagles prepare for BU
BU Showdown, from B8
Coming into the season, how
quickly the defense could gel was
a major question mark. There were
growing pains, but the group has
done well helping Schneider.
"There was actually a very
short transition period," said Harrold. "They adjusted to the college
game very quickly, and with four
ofthem we are really going to need
to rely on them."
Schneider and the defense will
be key. BU lacks the firepower of
BC, but they do have scorers.
Sophomore Peter Mac Arthur is
having a breakout year and is tied
for the team lead with 21 points.
The return of senior captain
David van der Gulikfrom an earlyseason injury should bring some
jump to the Terriers lineup.
"He's their captain, a real
tough kid to play against, and they
always hit their stride in the second
half," said Harrold.
BC has worked hard to reach
the top, but BU is fighting for a
spot in the NCAA Tournament.

With the Beanpot ahead, BU
also wants to show that it is ready
to defend its title.
"It's almost 4ike it's their tournament, but we really want a Beanpot this year," said Harrold.
BC is coming off its two biggest
wins ofthe season and York's boys
hope to carry that momentum into
Friday night's tilt. Rankings and
statistics are irrelevant. BU will
not roll over and flop, but will play
its chippy, hard-nosed style and try
to win with its physical play.
Junior netminder John Curry
can stand on his head and steal a
game for BU. He is not playing
as well as he did last year, but is
certainly not a sieve.
"It's going to be a battle," said
Harrold. "It always is. There are
few rivalries like BC-BU in college hockey. And at home it should
be a great atmosphere. The student
body is rowdy and it definitely
gives us a bit of an edge."
Conte Forum should be electric
and emotional as these two rivals
write another chapter in the historic Comm. Ave. battle.

Jeff Weinstein
Assoc. Sports Editor

vs.

No

Matt Roman: Since giving up a goal to Bryan
Schmidt of Merrimack with 2:11 to go in the second
period, Cory Schneider has gone three games, 10
periods, and almost the length of both Kill Bill movies
without letting a puck slip by him.
His scoreless streak now stands at 217:49, 36
minutes and 34 seconds behind the Boston College
record set by Scott Clemmensen in 1998, and on
Friday against BU, Schneider will beat it.
In his first season as the regular starter, Schneider
has recorded five shutouts, four of which took place
at Kelley Rink, where the Eagles will host the Terriers
this weekend. In addition, Schneider holds a career
2-1 record against BU. with both wins coming at
home. Last but not least, while Schneider has allowed
seven goals against BU this season, six came on the
road and five have come in the third period, and by
only having to get out of the second period with BU
scoreless, Schneider will leave the rink Friday as BC's
most prolific player between the pipes.

up the same "fluke" argument.
No matter how good the hitter, over a span of 56
games, eventually something weird will happen. A
defender will make an incredible stop, an umpire will
make a bad call. Something will happen to stop the
streak. But once a hitter gets up to 40-45 games, the
argument goes out the window, since the amount of
time left is so much shorter.
The same scenario is true with Schneider. He has
two periods to shut out BU, and while the possibility
of a fluke is always there, there is no reason to think
Schneider's chance to break the streak is not now in
his own control.
As for penalties, in the two games with BU this
season, both teams had the same amount.
In these types of intense rivalry games, the penalties seem to always be handed down equally, so despite BC's tendency to commit more stupid offenses
than Leon Lett, don't expect to see too many 5-on-3
chances to stall Schneider's streak.

Jeff Weinstein: As good as Cory Schneider is
playing, and as much as 1 want to believe he will get
the record, my gut tells me he will give up a goal
before the second period expires.
As ridiculous as he has played of late, there are so
many things out of Cory's control that couldresult in
a goal that he would have no chance at stopping.
Take the last goal Cory gave up, on Jan. 13 against
Merrimack, as an example.
Miscommunication between Schneider and the
defense led to a pass directed right to Schmidt, who
deposited it into a wide-open net. If not for that fluke
goal, Cory would have the record right now.
I'm not suggesting such a thing could happen
again, but what I am saying is that fluke goals happen
all the time in hockey.
Another factor out ofSchneider's control is penalties. Based on BC's propensity to take them (thirdmost penalties in Hockey East), and the success rate
of5-on-3s in hockey in general, Schneider would have
little chance to maintain the record if BU were to find
itself in multiple two-man advantages.
And we both know that in rivalry games like
this, emotions are higher, and play is just a tad more
physical and dirty.

JW: First of all, equating Schneider's shutout
streak to DiMaggio's hit streak is downright silly.
The notion of comparing a hitter getting a hit, with
an average of four chances to get a hit per game, to
a goalie stopping every shot over two periods just
doesn't make sense.
Yes, there are elements out of a hitter's control,
but a fluke is much more a part of the vernacular of
hockey than baseball. Fluke goals happen very often
in hockey. 5-on-3 goals happen very often in hockey.
Almost ever)' hockey game you see one of the two.
Dying quails happen once every week for hitters.
Watch Bull Durham, and listen to the wise words of
Crash Davis and you'll understand.
1 checked the stats and you are dead-on about the
penalties. Your point, however, does not take into
account when such penalties are called.
The fact that these two teams have combined for
28 penalties in the last two games they've played
makes the 5-on-3 seem more likely to occur, and
puts Cory in a high-risk situation as far as the shutout
streak is concerned.
While Schneids will make it through one period
unscathed, expect the hiccup to come sometime early
in the second.
Ifit doesn't happen then my answer will officially
switch to YES and there will be no one cheering
harder than me.

MR: Whenever people discuss Joe DiMaggio's
untouchable 56-game hitting streak, they usually bring

NICK TARNOFF

/
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BC's Stephen Gionta is defended by BU's Brad Zancanaro. Expect more physical play on Friday night.

Eagles soar to No. 1 ranking
By

Dan Schwartz
Sports Editor

On the night of Oct. 29, the
men's hockey team was 1-2-1.
Things were clearly not going
according to plan for the Eagles,
ranked No. 3 in the preseason.
A tumble out of the top 10 was
almost a guarantee for Boston College, and whispers of the evil Rword rebuilding began to enter
conversations about the team.
Having won 15 of their 18
games in the time since, the early
struggles certainly seem like ancient history at this point.
"No one nationally thought it'd
be a year where BC would be No.
1," said senior forward Chris Collins. "We knew we would be."
The Eagles' long road back
to the top reached an important
milestone this week, when they
claimed the No. 1 ranking in the
nation. BC( 16-4-2,14-2-1 Hockey
East) edged out Wisconsin for the
No. 1 spot. The Badgers (18-4-2)
had held the top spot in the polls
for eight consecutive weeks, but
were swept by No. 14 Denver this
past weekend.
"It reflects hugely upon how far
we've come," said senior defenseman and captain Peter Harrold.
"We've worked hard."
One of the largest challenges
for BC was integrating a large
number of underclassmen into
the lineup.
On most nights, a combination
-
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of 14 sophomores and freshmen
comprise the 19 players who see
time on the ice. On the offensive
side, youth is being served by the
emergence ofBC's second line.
Sophomore center Dan Bertram, flanked by freshmen Nathan
Gerbe and Brock Bradford, have
accounted for 18 of BC's 75 goals
on the season.
The key to the drive back to No.
1, however, has been the veteran
line of Collins, senior forward
Stephen Gionta, and junior center
Brian Boyle.
BC's top line, which strikes
fear in the hearts of opponents
and wl\ich Harrold considered to
be "one of the best lines in college
hockey," accounted for all five
goals in last weekend's sweep of
then-No. 5 Vermont.
Youth is a far greater issue
among the defensive corps. Harrold, the sole senior in the unit,
leads the way, while sophomore
Mike Brennan and four freshmen
fill out the cast of blueliners.
Though the Eagles are surrendering more shots than they have
in recent years, there is little cause
for concern, due to the ongoing
learning process and a stellar last
line of defense.
"There was actually a very
short transition period," said Harrold of the first-year defensemen.
He then added, "It also helps to
have Cory."
Cory Schneider, BC's sophomore netminder, has shut out his

last three opponents, and is just
under two periods away from a
school-record shutout streak.
His play has taken a great deal
of stress off of his defenders.
"We don't have to worry about
mistakes," said Harrold.
The Eagles credit their slow
start, in part, to the difficulty of
their schedule in the onset of the
season.

BC traveled to Michigan for
its season opener, and ran into a
Wolverines squad that had already
played a handful of games.
"It's always tough to start going out to a place like Michigan,"
said Collins. "We knew we were
playing well."
After a 9-6 win over Bowling
Green, a tie against Northeastern,
and the loss to Maine, the breaks
started going BC's way, and Collins' beliefs were corroborated
with the on-ice results.
Short of losses to Harvard and
Boston University, and a tie against
Ferris State, the Eagles have been
nearly flawless in the time since,
and they have been duly rewarded
with the nation's No. 1 ranking for
this week.
Though the benchmark is in no
way indicative of where the team's
final ranking will be, the veterans
felt it important to remind the newcomers that it can be done.
"The freshmen now know that
they're playing for a No. 1 team,
not a middle-of-the-pack team,"
said Collins.
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LOOKING INTO THE CRYSTAL BALL:
EDITOR'S PICKS
Standings

It's starting to get embarassing. The editors are hitting
.375 right now, and that is just not cutting it. This week,
the picks cover two hockey games (including the big BU
showdown), two basketball contests, and the first of what

5-5

Dan Schwartz

should be several forays into the golf world.

Jeff Weinstein

4-6

Steve Isom

3-7
3-7

Heights staff

I B-baU: No. 24 BC I Hockey: No. IBC I Hockey: No. 1 BC I B-ball: No. 20 BC I Tiger v. the field,

This week's
games:

women v. Virginia

v. No. 13 BU

at UMass-Lowell

men v. Ga. Tech

Buick Invitational

Dan Schwartz

Virginia

BC

BC

BC

Field

Jeff Weinstein

BC

Push

BC

BC

Tiger

Steve Isom

BC

BC

BC

BC

Field

Patrick Fouhy
Assoc. Photo

BC

BC

BC

BC

Fie|d

NOTEBOOK
Basketball: Boston College senior forward Craig
Smith shared ACC Player of the Week honors this
past week with Duke sharpshooter J.J. Redick. Smith
had 18 points and 14 rebounds in BC's only action
of the week, a 65-61 win over Miami on Saturday.
Redick averaged 34.5 points for the Blue Devils, who
beat North Carolina State and lost to Georgetown.

Dan Schwartz

Jeff Weinstein

Steve Isom

Patrick Fouhy

"We'll have to
rename this section
the NL West."

"Look, I'm 46.1 need some

"I'm still on the
disabled list."

"I want more malt
and less chocolate
in these malt balls."

steroids."

Women's basketball: Duke moved into the
nation's No. 1 ranking, following a 75-53 win over
former No. 1 Tennessee at Cameron Indoor Stadium
in Durham, N.C. Lindsey Harding had 15 points
and eight steals for the then-No. 2 Blue Devils, who
moved to 19-0 with the win.
Women's soccer: Boston College junior defender
Laura Georges recently completed a tour of duty
with the French National Team. The French took on
\u25a0. the United States, Chinese, and Norwegian national
teams in the Four Nations Tournament. France earned
draws in each of its contests, but French defense surrendered only two goals.

East

Hockey

NOTEBOOK
~n

Hockey: Boston College sophomore goaltender
Schneider was named Hockey East Co-Player
Cory
I
; of the Week along with UMass forward Matt Anderson. Schneider shut out then-No. 5 Vennont twice
Celebrities for Charity, an area charitable
| last week
| foundation whose board of directors includes former
> Bruin Ray Bourque, is raffling off a VIP package for
the Beanpot. The raffle can be entered before the Jan.
>
"N, 30 deadline at www.netraffie.org.
>>:
Women's hockey: Boston College goaltender
j Allison Quandt earned the distinction as Hockey
I East Player of the Week. Quandt stopped 78 of the
82 shots she faced in four league games, all BC wins,
' over the past week.

~s.
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Student-athletes speak for ALC event
AHANA. from B6
were accepted throughout the na-

tion.
"Now they want to be sure
when you come in that you're going to graduate," said Beekman.
All three panelists agreed that
there are plenty of sacrifices that
student-athletes need to make,
which should not be overlooked.
When Millado came to BC in
the fall of 2002, she had hoped to
enter the pre-med program.
She soon found, however,
that her obligations to the team

overwhelmed her time, and was
unable to complete such a course
of study.
Another drawback for the athletes is a frequent inability to
partake in the social scene at BC
especially during the seasons in
which they are playing.
"Because I'm trying to conserve energy to play the sport, I
don't have time in the fall to go to
functions," said Washington.
"You feel out of the loop at
times."
Washington later quipped that,
much in the same vein, he would
-

LSAT
CLASS
www-bc.edu/testprep
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"It's all about how much time
you have," said Beekman. "When
they're out having fun, it's our
time to study and do what we've
got to do."
The panelists also emphasized
that the room-selection process
was fair to all students and not
preferential to student-athletes,
though they admitted that the process was perhaps too fair.
"We don't get preferred housing," said Beekman. Grinning, he
added, "1 wish that we did."

1 n the end, the message that the
panelists conveyed to the audience
was that any existing perceptions
that the life of a BC student-athlete
is all about play could not be any
further from the truth.
"I think scholarships are more
of a job than a privilege," said
Beekman.

freshman guard Tyrese Rice. "1
didn't know what to say about it.
It was just a shock. Everybody on
the bus felt bad about it. Everyone
was just looking around like this
man just lost his life. This is bigger
than basketball."
The name of the bicyclist, who
lived in Carrboro, N.C., was not
immediately released because
the victim's family had not been
notified.
"It's real sad and it just puts
things in perspective for life." said
junior forward Jared Dudley.
The accident was still being
investigated yesterday and no
charges have been filed.

Tragedy, from B6

Register Online:

QLCI\
lAuM

Along with Washington, the
most animated character on the
panel, the two interior linemen recounted a few humorous anecdotes
of their time sharing a cramped
room in 66 Commonwealth Ave.

Accident affects team

PREP

(&t

stay in his room to eat dinner on
most fall evenings.

tried to aid the victim, while a
member of the coaching staff
called for help. The bicyclist was
later pronounced dead.
"This was unfortunate for all
parties involved," said head coach
Al Skinner.
BC's coaches, seated at the
front of the bus, saw the impact.
The players were in back and did
not see the accident.
The team stayed on the bus
for 45 minutes while paramedics
and police tended to the bicyclist.
BC called the University of North
Carolina, who sent shuttles to the
accident site to pick up the team.
"My condolences and those of
everyone else's on this team goes
out to that man's family," said
V

>

Heights senior staff writer
Kevin Armstrong contributed to
this story.
\u25a0
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Eagles hold off UNC
Carolina, from B6
Back went Rice, and through
the defense went the pass that
found Jared Dudley on the receiving end.
Dudley deposited the ball in
the basket, giving the Eagles
(15-4, 3-3 ACC) a 78-71 lead en
route to an 81-74 victory over the
host Tar Heels in front of 21, 015
light-blue clad fans at the Dean
Smith Center.
"Our breakthrough game was
Miami coming back the way that
we did from the 14-0 run. This is
a huge win coming down to North
Carolina. 1 don't care how many
people they lost from last year. To
come down to this building in front
of 20,000-plus is a huge win for
us," said Dudley, who scored 17
points and grabbed eight rebounds
in helping Boston College improve
to 3-3 in ACC play.
While the win was clinched
in the final minutes despite more
poor foul shooting (3-6 in the
final minute), BC led by 12 points
at halftime, 42-30, and appeared
well on their way to exploiting the
young Carolina team for its second
road victory.
But things did not get any easier
for the Eagles as Carolina freshman Tyler Hansbrough scored four
three-pointplays the hard way and
26 points overall.
"They are a helluva team, and
they can obviously score points out
there," said Skinner.
The win was big for the Eagles
as they improved to 2-1 on the road
in the conference with a home date
against Georgia Tech awaiting
them Sunday night.
The key element in the first half
was the unshakable confidence of
freshman guard Tyrese Rice.
"[BCJ's a big time club and I
thought Tyrese [Rice] was really
big for them off the bench. They
made big shots and Smith and
Dudley just do the right things and
help their team win," said Carolina
head coach Roy Williams.
"1 told Al congratulations. He's
got a big-time club that made big
plays when they had to make
them."
It was BC that was able to survive the mettle tests, though. Trail-

ing by as many as nine points in the
first half after the Tar Heels went
on a 14-2 run, BC was brought
back into the picture by a 9-2 run
that included a three-point shot
and two layups by Sean Marshall,
as well as lay in by Rice.
"He's a rare player to come in
the way he has and shoot the three
ball without fear, and no one has to
tell him to shoot the ball. He definitely has the confidence to shoot,"
said Dudley about Rice.
To open the second half, Carolina came out banging away and
firing. Hansbrough converted a
layup underneath and hit the free
throw that came with a BC foul.
David Noel hit a three-point
shot from the left corner, and BC's
lead was back down to six.
All in all, it was a case of the
runs that left stomachs churning
and Carolina faces blue at the Dean
Smith Center last night.
"We're just at .500, so there's a
lot more basketball to play," said
Skinner. "Hopefully we'll continue
to play at the level we need to.
There's no question we dug ourselves a hole and it's not like we're
really out of the hole, but at least
we're in the mix a little bit."
BCBIUHC74
BOSTON COLLEGE
Name
Smith

Dudley
Oates
Hinnani
Marshall

Haynes
Rice
McLain
Williams

TOTALS

Min.
35
36
8
34
30
0
22
22
13
200

FG
M-A
7-12
6-12
0-1
3-3
5-13
0-0
7-11
2-4
2-3

32-59

FT
MA
2A
4-10
2-2
3-4
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
11-20

Rob,

O-T
2-5
2-8
0-1
0-0
4-4
0-0
1-3
2-5
0-1
11-27

A

Pt.

7

16
17
2
5
11
1 11
0 0
5
16
2 4
0 4
23 61
2

1

FG % ,542: FT % 550, 3-pt. goals 6-15,
400 (Dudley 1-2, Oates 0-1. Hinnant 2-2.
Marshall 1-5. Rice 2-4, McLain 0-1); Team
Rebounds: 0; Blocked Shots 3 (Smith. Dudley
McLain); Turnovers: 9 (Smith 2 Dudley 2
Oates 2. Williams. Rice 2): Sleals 9 (Smith 2.
Dudley 4, Hinnant, Marshall Rice) Tech Foul
None; Flag Foul: None
%

?Played 1/26/OS

NORTH CAROLINA
FG
Min. M-A
30 1-4
25
3-6
Hansbrough 27 9-13
Miller
26 2-6
Frasor
26 0-3
Green
20 5-9
Sanders
1 2-2
6
Ginyard
2-6
Thomas
8
0-1
TOTALS 200 24-50

Player

Noel 111
Terry

FT
Rob
M-A O-T
2-2
2-3
2-2
1-6
7-9
3-8
0-1
1-3
2-2
1-2
5-9
1-2
2-2
0-2
2-6
2-2
0-1
0-0
17-22 11-28

A
3

I

2
2
4
2
0

1

3
18

Pi.
10
26
6
2
16
4
5
0
74

FG% 480. FT % 773. 3-pt ooals

9-21, 429 (Noel 1-3, Miller 2-6 Terry 2-4
Gmyard 0-2, Green 3-5, Hansbrough 1-1).
Team Rebounds: 0, Blocked Shots 4
(Noel
Terry 3); Turnovers 19 (Noel 5. Sanders 2.
Terry 4. Thomas. Frasor 2, Ginyard. Green 2
Hansbrough 2) Steals 5 (Miller. Terry. Green
2. Hansbrough). Tech Foul Team, Flag Foul
None
Ist
2nd
Total
Boston College
42
39
81
North Carolina
30
44
74

1

PATRICK FOUHY

The three student-athlete panelists, with moderator Jim Unis, discussed various student-athlete issues at the ALC-sponsored event Wednesday night.
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Football releases 2006 schedule
By

Dan Schwartz
Sports Editor

night, Nov. 23 which happens to be the
anniversary of the Eagles' last win over
Miami, the night Doug Flutie famously
connected with Gerard Phelan.
The Eagles will open their season with
a road trip to Athens, Ohio, where they
will meet Ohio University on Aug. 31 in
a Thursday night affair.
BC's home opener is the next weekend,
on Sept. 9, when ACC Atlantic Division
foe Clemson comes to Chestnut Hill.
Brigham Young University completes
the return trip of its home-and-home series
with the Eagles the next week.
BC's first ACC road trip, will be to
North Carolina State on Sept. 23. Maine
-

Boston College released its 2006 football schedule yesterday, featuring a trio of
Thursday night games.
The 12-game schedule includes seven
contests at Alumni Stadium, but also
has games against two Mid-American
Conference teams, as well as Division
1 -AA Maine.
The regular season finale is against
a familiar foe, for the first time in the
ACC.
BC will head down to the Orange
Bowl to face Miami on Thanksgiving

will come into town to be BC's date for
Parents' Weekend on Sept. 30.
After a week off, the Eagles' second
Thursday night game will take place on
Oct. 12 against Virginia Tech, marking
the third time in the schools' last four
meetings that the game is contested on a
Thursday.
BC heads to Florida State on the following Saturday, Oct. 21.
The Eagles return home for MAC foe
Buffalo on Oct. 28, then travel to Wake
Forest on Nov. 4.
The home slate closes out with conference games against Duke on Nov. 11 and
Maryland on Nov. 18.

2006 Boston

Football

at Ohio Univ.

Aug. 31
Sept. 9
Sept. 16

Clemson

Brigham Young
at NC State
Maine
Virginia Tech
at Florida State

Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 12
Oct. 21
Oct. 28

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

College

Buffalo
at Wake Forest
Duke

4
11
18
23

Maryland
at Miami

BC knocks off defending champions
Skinner earns 300th
career win in victory
over UNC
By Kevin Armstrong

Heights Senior Staff
CHAPEL HILL, N.C.?Tyrese Rice
knew what he was doing with less than
a minute left in last
No. 18 BC 81

No: 25 UNC 74

"^same.
Like

a seaman

laying bait for the sharks coming after him,
the fresh-faced freshman from Virginia felt
right at home as the Tar Heels (11-5, 3-3
ACC) sensed blood in the water with Rice
(16 points) as their chum.
"?He knew what the play was. He saw it
the whole way," said head coach Al Skinner, who downplayed the significance of
his 300th career win.
"I was just wondering if he was going
to be able to make the pass because he's
so tiny when facing the double team. I
saw the play. He saw the play. I was just
hoping he would make the play and obviously he did."
With a little more than 40 seconds
left, out came the University of North
Carolina's Wes Miller (six points) and
David Noel (five points).

See Carolina, B5

Tragedy
puts game in
perspective
By Jeff Weinstein
Assoc. Sports Editor

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.?The mood of
Boston College's practice was somber on
the night before the Eagles took on the
University ofNorth Carolina Tar Heels, as
a result of a tragic accident involving BC's
charter bus and a man on his bicycle.
The team was on its way to practice
when the bus struck and killed the cyclist
on an unlit, shoulderless stretch of North
Carolina Highway 54 in Chapel Hill.
The driver and BC trainer Steve Baisel
WHITNEY SHEFTE

See Tragedy, B5
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Athletes
speak for
ALC panel
Dan Schwartz
Sports Editor

By

For each stereotype that exists about
student-athletes, at least one at Boston
College exists to defy it.
As a part of its second annual Week of
AHANA Celebration, the AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) sponsored an event
in which BC student-athletes spoke about
their experiencesat the University, dealing
with their status on sports teams, and also
as members of the AHANA community.
The discussion focused on the perceptions held about all student-athletes.
"[Athlete] is one word that does describe me," said panelist Josh Beekman,
a junior offensive lineman on the football
team. "To me, being described as just an
athlete is an insult."
The event was moderated by Jim Unis,
a former member of the football team and
A&S '06.
The other panel members were senior
women's soccer player April Millado and
senior defensive tackle Al Washington.
One of the most pertinent issues, especially for the two black males on the panel,
is the stereotype of how they came to be a
part of the BC community.
"It's always, 'What sport do you
play,' not 'What's your major?'" said
Washington.
Beekman has come to accept its inevitability, but hopes that he can help end
that perception.
"You recognize that it's a stereotype,
and you do your best to break people of
those stereotypes," said Beekman.
Washington noted that it can, on occasion, lead to varied reactions from his
fellow students and the faculty.
"You're either treated special or you're
not given a chance," said Washington. "As
a black football player, some professors
may not think I'm capable of doing the
work. 1 have to prove that 1 am capable."
The discussion also covered the emphasis placed on the standards to which
student-athletes at BC are held.
"You are a reflection of the school,"
said Beekman. "You're notjust representing BC, but also yourself."
All three panelists concurred that the
high expectations carry over to the classroom as well as the field.
"1 don't know if Coach O'Brien will
ever put athletics over academics," said
Beekman, noting that the BC head coach
has been known to bench players for academic transgressions.
Millado noted that, while the NCAA
sets certain academic standards for its
Division 1 athletes to uphold, BC athletic
director Gene DeFilippo requires studentathletes at the University to maintain
higher GPAs than the NCAA-mandated
minimum.
"That's what makes BC special, that
you can be athletically in tune and academically in tune," said Washington.
Beekman also compared the University's desire to educating its student-athletes
to the past, when laxer admission practices

THE DAILY TAR HEI

UNC freshman sensation Tyler Hansbrough (50) is swarmed by BC defenders Jared Dudley and Akida McLain during the Eagles' 81-74 win.

SeeAHANA,BS

Archrival headed to Conte Forum for B-line brawl
BC-BU a pure

Eagles, Terriers set for

sports rivalry

rubber match
By

Nick Tarnoff
Heights Editor

There are many
sports rivalries, but
only a handful can
seriously be considered
among the best.
The very term "rivalry" evokes images
of Duke-Carolina on
Dan
the hardwood, ArmySchwartz Navy
on the gridiron,
even Yankees-Red Sox.
I don't like to make value judgments,
but when Boston College and Boston
University meet on the ice, that's a
pretty big one, too.
The puck will drop on the 230 th edition of the rivalry Friday in front of what
will be a frenzied Kelley Rink crowd.

See Rivalry, B6

BC and BU prepare to tangle tor the third and tinal time during the regular season

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Eagles take perch at No. 1

Having shaken off a slow start, BC men's hockey
soars to top spot in the polls. B4

Boston College against Boston University. It is more than just a simple hockey
rivalry.
It is more than justa battle between two
storied hockey programs that are located
less than three miles apart.
This rivalry between Beantown's finest is what college hockey is all about:
raw emotion. In any given season, either
team can win.
"We need to bring our A game," said
captain Peter Harrold.
It seems fitting that this year, just as the
Eagles have landed on the top ofthe polls,
it is time to face the hated Terriers again.
BC is unbeaten in its last 10 games, and it
just so happens that the last game BC lost
was back on Dec. 3 at Agganis Arena.

Point-Counterpoint

We know that Cory Schneider is on fire, but can he break
the BC record for the longest shutout streak? B4

BC outplayed BU at Conte the night

before, winning 2-1, and most thought the
second game would be similar. But that
was far from what actually transpired.
The Terriers scored more goals against
BC in five minutes than have been scored
against the Eagles in the last four games.
BU put six behind sophomore netminder
Cory Schneider and embarrassed BC.
"We didn't play real well in the third
period, they kind of took it to us," said
Harrold. "It left a real sour taste in our
mouth. The coaches and players were
pretty unhappy and used that as something
to kind of get us a little extra fired up."
And fired up they have been. That loss
was the beginning of the run that BC has
put together.
While all five goals against Vermont
last weekend were tallied by Collins,
senior Stephen Gionta, and junior Brian
Boyle, the defense, anchored by Harrold,
contains four freshmen.

See BUShowdown, B4

Editor's Picks
ACC/Hockey East Notebooks
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FOR BOSTON
For Boston, for Boston,
We sing our proud refrain!
For Boston, for Boston,
Tis Wisdoms earthly fane.
For here all are one
And their hearts are true,

f

And the towers on the Heights
Reach to Heav ns own blue.
For Boston, for Boston,
Till the echoes ring again!
For Boston, for Boston,
Thy glory is our own!
For Boston, for Boston,
'Tis here that Truth is known.
And ever with the Right
Shall thy heirs be found,
Till time shall be no more
And thy work is crownd.
For Boston, for Boston,
For Thee and Thine alone.

4

Bring this page to the BC vs. BU hockey game on
Friday night and hold it up like you're reading it
while the Terriers are introduced.
Lets show those kids from down the street the
reason we are No. 1 in the nation.

LET'S GO EAGLES

Boston University Terriers

Boston College Eagles
1 Cory Schneider
2 Anthony Aiello

SO
FR

Goaltender
Defenseman

4 Mike Brennan
5 Tim Filangieri

SO

Defenseman

FR

Defenseman

6TimKunes

FR

Defenseman

7 Peter Harrold
8 Brett Motherwell
9 Nathan Gerbe
10 Brian Boyle
11 Joe Adams

SR

Defenseman
Defenseman
Forward
Forward

12 Chris Collins
13 Pat Gannon
14 Matt Greene
15 Stephen Gionta
17 Joe Rooney
18 Kyle Kucharski
19 Brock Bradford
21 Benn Ferriero
22 Dan Bertram
23 Brian O'Hanley
26 Justin Greene
27 Andrew Orpik

29JoePearce
30 Adam Reasoner

FR
FR
JR

SO
SR
SO

Forward
Forward
Forward

SO
SR

Forward

JR
FR
FR
FR
SO
SO
JR
FR
JR
FR

Forward

Forward
Forward

Forward
Forward
Forward
Defenseman

Defenseman
Forward

Goaltender
Goaltender

6-2/200
6-1/195
6-0/200
6-2/195
6-1/180
5-11/190
5-11/195
5-6/160
6-7/240
5-10/175
5-8/189
5-7/155
5-8/175
5-7/178
5-10/182
6-3/200
5-10/170
5-11/185
5-11/188
5-11/190
5-9/192
6-2/200
6-4/205

6-2/200

Marblehead, Mass.
Braintree, Mass.
Smithtown, N.Y.
Islip Terrace, N.Y.
Huntington, N.Y.
Kirtland Hills, Ohio
St. Charles, 111.
Oxford, Mich.
Hingham, Mass.
Wayzata, Minn.
Fairport, N.Y.
Arlington, Mass.
Plymouth, Mass.
Rochester, N.Y.
Canton, Mass.
Saugus, Mass.
Burnaby, B.C.
Essex, Mass.
Calgary, Alberta
Quincy, Mass.
Plymouth, Mass.
East Amherst, N.Y.
Brick, N.J.
Honeoye Falls, N.Y.

1 Stephan Slwiec
2 Kevin Kielt
3 Kevin Schaeffer
4 Sean Sullivan
5 John Laliberte
6 Kenny Roche
7 David Van der Gulik
8 Steve Smolinsky
9 Ryan Weston
10 Chris Higgins
11 Dan Spang
12 Brad Zancanaro
14 Jekabs Redlihs
15 John McCarthy
16 Peter MacArthur
17 Eric Thomasslan
18 Brandon Yip
19 Dan McGoff
20 Craig Sanders
21 Tom Morrow
22 Jason Lawrence
23 Ryan Monaghan
27 Bryan Ewlng
28 Brian McGuirk
29 Karson Gillespie
36 John Curry
97 Matt Gilroy

SR
SO
JR
JR
SR
JR

Goaltender

SR

Forward
Forward

FR
SO
FR
SR
SR
SR
FR

Defenseman

Defenseman
Defenseman
Forward
Forward

Forward

Forward
Defenseman
Forward

JR
FR
SO

Defenseman
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Defenseman

SO

Forward

JR
FR

Defenseman

SO

SO

Forward
Forward

SO

Forward

SO

Forward

SO
JR
FR

Goaltender
Goaltender
Defenseman

6-1/197
6-1/190
6-1/200
6-0/192
6-2/200
6-0/207.
5-11/185
5-10/165
6-2/208
5-11/165
6-0/200
5-5/170
6-1/190
6-1/195
5-10/182
5-11/180
6-1/186.
5-9/175
6-0/197
6-7/223
5-10/185
6-4/205
5-10/166
5-11/200
5-11/185.
5-11/183
6-2/195

Calgary, Alta.
Brick, N.J.
So. Huntington, N.Y

Braintree, Mass.
Saco, Maine
Boston, Mass.
Abbotsford, B.C.
Plymouth, Mass.
Henniker, N.H.
Lynnfield, Mass.

Winchester, Mass.
Trenton, Mich.
Riga, Latvia
Andover, Mass.
Clifton Park, N.Y.
Rye, N.Y.
Maple Ridge, B.C

Winchester, Mass.
Wellesley, Mass.
Afton, Minn.
Saugus, Mass.
Wilmette, 111.
Plymouth, Mass.
Danvers, Mass.
Mankota, Sask
Shorewood, Minn.
North Bellmore, N.Y.

SHELDEN

WILLIAMS

JJ.
REDICK

A
%V

JOSH
McROBERTS

\

its
\£f

SEAN
DOCKERY

The starting point guards reflect

a stark contrast in styles. Paulus
averages more assists per game
(5.2 to Hinnant's 4.4) but also has
26 more turnovers than Hinnant
on the season. Other than that, the
match-up might be a wash. Both
are averaging a shade under seven
points per game. Hinnant has a
slight edge in outside shooting, and
Paulus is marginally better from the
free-throw line.
It comes down to the flashy
freshman against the wily veteran.
Consider this: who is more likely to
commit a back-breaking turnover in
crunch time?

Here is the match-up everyone is looking
for. Hate him all you want, but Redick may be
the best player in the country. He is second in
the nation in scoring with at 27.8 points per
game, and is shooting 44.4 percent from il
mondo di tre. About the only knock on Redick
might be his free-throw percentage. He is
shooting at a career-low from the charity stripe
this season, a mere 86.5 percent.
Dudley may be among the best players in
the ACC. He is second on BC in scoring behind
only Smith, and brings an emotional energy
that cannot be measured to the table. In just
about any other match-up, the nod would have
to go to Dudley.
Redick is just better.

Dockery is a steadying presence for Duke,
a better-than-you-think outside shooter, and

OGREG

his assist-turnover ratio leads the Blue Devils. He enjoyed his moment of heroism when
he sank a 40-footer to save a loss against
Virginia Tesh, and he is perhaps the most
underrated player on that team.
Marshall, on the other hand, has firmly
established himself as the third gun on
this BC club, and has improved his outside
shooting to a 40.5 percent clip. The task of
guarding the 6-4 Redick may also fall to the
6-6 Marshall. It'll take a yeoman's effortfrom
the junior guard out of California to keep J.J.
in check.

PAULUS

Advantage: BC

Advantage: Duke

BC can win this game, but
it'll have to be the Eagles' best
performance of the season. They
need to force the Dookies into
making mistakes. It can happen.
At the same time, there is
enough evidence to forget the
upset dream. Duke has an
eight-percent edge in free throw
shooting
77 to 69 percent
-I which will add up as it comes
down into crunch time. Opponents
are shooting 37.1 percent for
three against BC, and Duke has
some guy named Redick.

Advantage: Push

-

Since Sean Williams' return in late December,
he has logged the bulk of the minutes at the five
alongside John Oates. The duo of sophomore
centers are averaging just under seven points a
game in 32 minutes of action as a tandem.
Duke's senior big man, Shelden Williams, is
also averaging 32 minutes a game, but has put
up almost 18 points per game for the Blue Devils.
ThetaskofdefendingShelden may fall exclusively
to BC's Williams, known for his shot-blocking
acumen. Neutralizing Shelden is not unheard of
Georgetown held him to four points but it is
an extremely difficult task that is falling onto the
shoulders of two sophomores.
This isn't a contest of looks
BC would win
that by default so we have to side with Shelden.
-

The Pick:
Duke 78,
8C74

-

This one pits BC's biggest
against one of Duke's two
freshman starters. Smith is the
Eagles' leading scorer, averaging
18 points per game and shooting
over 57 percent from the floor.
Mcßoberts is a solid performer
for the Dookies, who are not in
dire need of more weaponry. He's
putting up seven points a game,
but let's not kid ourselves. He's
not Craig Smith.

gun

Advantage:
BC

-

-

4Gk LOUIS

?0

Advantage: Duke

HINNANT

\

JARED
DUDLEY

JOHNOATES

ff%

SEAN WILLIAIVIS

ffk
£±

THE BENCH
Rlce/Haynes/McLain v.

Melchionnl/Nelson/Pocius

Sean Williams who comes off the
bench for Oates have also provided
solid minutes all year in relief of the
starting quintet.
Lee Melchionni has plenty of
experience, and DeMarcus Nelson,
since returning for the Dookies, is a
valuable asset coming off the pine.
-

-

-

Tyrese Rice is electrifying. He
has an outside touch that, when
on, can light up the scoreboard.
Akida McLain, Marquez Haynes, and

CRAIG SMITH

THE COACHES
Martynas Pocius is the eighth man
in the rotation, but only plays eight
minutes a game. If it comes down
to depth, give the slight nod to the

Eagles.

Advantage: BC

Al Skinner v. Mike Krzyzewski
Coach K has three national titles
and a court named after him. We all
love Al, but Krzyzewski is just a better
coach. At least Skinner has never
fainted during a game.

Advantage: Duke

gj\

Kef

SEAN

MARSHALL

After the Duke game,
check out www.bcheights.com
on Thursday to see photos and
video from the game.
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www.MattsMenus.com
The Ultimate Online Restaurant and Takeout Guide for Greater Boston
Search 700+ Restaurant & Takeout Listings Save $$ with FREE OFFERS/DISCOUNTS at
RestaurantsMeout- No Annoying Coupons!!
\u26 6 Full Color Restaurant Menu For Each Listing
Search For Restaurants That Offer Delivery \u26 6 Search for Restaurants/Takeout Currently
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THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

ON CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

CONCERTS

ONCE UPON A TIME
THE MODERN
FAIRYTALE
10 a.m. 6 p.m.
Bapst Student Art
Gallery, Bapst Library
Tickets: Free

ONCE UPON A TIME
...THE MODERN
FAIRYTALE
10 a.m. 6 p.m.
Bapst Student Art
Gallery, Bapst Library
Tickets: Free

ONCE UPON A TIME
...THE MODERN
FAIRYTALE
10 a.m. 6 p.m.
Bapst Student Art

ONCE UPON A TIME
...THE MODERN
FAIRYTALE
10 a.m. 6 p.m.
Bapst Student Art

ONCE UPON A TIME
...THE MODERN
FAIRYTALE
10 a.m. 6 p.m.
Bapst Student Art

BON JOVI
7:30 p.m.

Gallery, Bapst Library

Gallery, Bapst Library

Gallery, Bapst Library

Tickets: Free

Tickets: Free

Tickets: Free

ONCE UPON A TIME
...THE MODERN
FAIRYTALE
10 a.m. 6 p.m.
Bapst Student Art
Gallery, Bapst Library
Tickets: Free

CONCERTS

CONCERTS

CONCERTS

CONCERTS

CONCERTS

CONCERTS

ALTERNATIVE PRESS
PRESENTS ARMOR
FOR SLEEP
6 p.m.
Axis
Tickets $15
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

YELLOWCARD
6:30 p.m.
Axis
Tickets $20
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

GEORGE STRAIT
7:30 p.m.
DCU Center
Tickets $49.50
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

BIG HEAD TODD AND
THE MONSTERS
7 p.m.
Avalon
Tickets $20
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

BILLY JOEL
8 p.m.
TD Banknorth Garden
Tickets $39.50 75
Tickets available at
www. ticketmaster. com

RASCAL FLATTS
8 p.m.
Mohegan Sun Arena
Tickets $50 -70
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

RASCAL FLATTS
8 p.m.
Mohegan Sun Arena
Tickets $50 -70
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

BIG BEAR, FRANK
SMITH
8 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $9
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

THEATER

...

-

WBRU CHEAP DATE:
OK GO
7:30 p.m.
Lupo's Heartbreak
Hotel
Tickets $7.95
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
ACCURATE ENEMY,

APATHETIQ
8 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $10
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
BOURBON PRINCESS,
TEMPER
9 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $9
Tickets available at

www.ticketmaster.com
COMEDY
FRANK SANTOS' "THE
R-RATED HYPNOTIST"
8:30 p.m.
Comedy Connection
Tickets $15
Tickets available at
www.symfonee.com/
comedyconnection

-

-

BLUE MAN GROUP
AT THE CHARLES
PLAYHOUSE
4, 7, 10 p.m.
Charles Playhouse
Tickets $46 56
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
-

JAH WOBBLE AND
THE ENGLISH ROOTS
BAND
8 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $13
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

COMEDY
LISA LAMPANELLI
8 p.m.
Comedy Connection
Tickets $22
Tickets available at

www.symfonee.com/
comedyconnection

COMEDY
LISA LAMPANELLI
8 p.m.
Comedy Connection
Tickets $22
Tickets available at
www.symfonee.com/
comedyconnection

-

GRIFFIN HOUSE
9 p.m.
TT's
Tickets $8
Tickets available at
www. ticketmaster. com

THE NEAR DEPARTED,
FRAGILE
9 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $10
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

THEATER
BLUE MAN GROUP
AT THE CHARLES
PLAYHOUSE
2, 5 p.m.
Charles Playhouse
Tickets $46 56
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
-

-

-

Mohegan Sun Arena
Tickets $95 150
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
-

O.A.R.
8 p.m.

Tsongas Arena
Tickets $29.50
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

-

THE LOT SIX, THE EXIT
9 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $9
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

COMEDY
AMATEUR SHOWCASE
HOSTED BY KEVIN
KNOX
8 p.m.
Comedy Connection
Tickets $15
Tickets available at
www.symfonee.com/
comedyconnection

CALLA
9 p.m.
TT's
Tickets $10
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

Less than Jake
LESS THAN JAKE
7 p.m.
Avalon
Tickets $17
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
CHRIS &AURORE,
THE HOOKUPS
9 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $8
Tickets available at

COMEDY

COMMONWEALTH
CONCERTS
PRESENTS: MY SO
CALLED FRIENDS,
THE BUCKNERS
9 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $8
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

THEATER
BLUE MAN GROUP
AT THE CHARLES
PLAYHOUSE
8 p.m.
Charles Playhouse
Tickets $46 56
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
-

PAUL NARDIZZI &
ROBBIE PRINTZ
8 p.m.
Comedy Connection
Tickets $15
Tickets available at
www.symfonee.com/
comedyconnection

COMEDY
HARRISON STEBBINS
8 p.m.
Comedy Connection
Tickets $15
Tickets available at

www.symfonee.com/
comedyconnection
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ENTERTAINMENT

Sienna leaves, Paris pees, and Trina gets domestic
By

Cristina Velocci

Heights

Staff

With days spent lazily lounging on the couch without a care in
the world over winter break fading slowly into the background,
that thick stack of celebrity gossip
magazines is slowly transforming
into piles of textbooks, novels, and
course packs.
Suddenly, the only gossip that's
been circulating seems to involve
who face-planted into a snow bank
in front of happy hour this week, or
who made the walk of shame Sunday morning from the Mods back
to Upper.
To keep you up to speed oh
everyone's favorite guilty pleasure,
here's a quick recap of the shakeups, break-ups, and make-ups in
Tinseltown this past week:
Sienna Miller and Jude Law
are dunzo, kaput, finished once

again. But they swear this time it's
for good. Or at least until he starts
crying about it, and she shamelessly
takes his sorry British bum back.
It'll just be another vicious cycle
that'll get less shocking and more
annoying with every touch-and-go.
It would be advisable to just hammer
the nail into the coffin now before it
gets ugly.
I see London, I see France, Paris
Hilton was seen peeing her pants.
The celebutante everyone loves to
hate has joined the incontinence
club along the ranks of Fergie from
the Black Eyed Peas, who has publicly admitted to suffering bladder
problems after fans watched her
spring a leak at a recent concert. As
for Paris' mishap, a Hawaiian taxi
driver claims she lost control of her
bladder in his cab and plans to use
Hilton's DNA as evidence against
her in court.
Who would think it possible, but

there might actually be something
less believable than the romance
between Katie Holmes and Tom
Cruise: their false fetus that seems
to appear and reappear day in and
day out has been a hot topic among
gossip mavens. Noticeably visible
in recent photos is the
ing and shrinking stomach of the
supposed mother-to-be.
Singer-songwriter Lisa Loeb has
added to the shame of reality television with her new series entitled #1
Single (Sundays on the E! network,
10 p.m.) in which the 30-something
is on the hunt for a man. With quotes
such as "I'm tired of 'maybes', I
want babies" and "Can you settle
down without settling," the only
question to be asked is, why? Sorry
Lisa, chances are this won't resurrect
your career or your reproductive
system.

Apparently, reality television
does wonders for some. Kristin

Cavallari of MTV's high school
"reality" drama Laguna Beach will
be guest-starring as a closeted lesbian cheerleader on Veronica Mars
Feb. 15, which will air on UPN.
Cavallari will also be co-hosting
UPN's newest reality show, Get This
Party Started, where each week an
elite team of party planners to the
stars, led by special events coordinator Lara Shriftman of Harrison &
Shriftman, work with an individual's
friends and family to surprise him or
her with an extravagant event in his
or her honor. The series premiere
airs Feb. 7. Rapper Trina will take
it to 'da house on Wisteria Lane
when she makes a four-episode appearance onDesperate Housewives
as Alfre Woodard's characters' long
lost daughter. There goes the neighborhood.
And lastly, Yoko Ono has tried
and failed to stop the filming of
Chapter 27, an independent Cana-

dian film that recounts the story of
Mark David Chapman (to be played
by a portlier Jared Leto), who murdered John Lennon 25 years ago.
The title of the film is a reference to
the 26 chapters in the J.D. Salinger
coming-of-age novel The Catcher
in the Rye, which Chapman cited
as his inspiration for the murder.
The film has been argued against
as a sympathetic portrayal of Chapman, however, filming has resumed
outside the Dakota Building where
the rock legend was fatally shot in
December 1980. The film is scheduled for release in 2007.
So that about sums up the mishaps and happenings of Hollywood
this week. Go read the newspaper
or some Anna Karenina, and stop
filling your head with this junk. Or,
if you can't get enough or want to
verify the rumors, hearsay and facts
above, check out the goss-pel according to www.pinkisthenewblog.

RACKS FROM UNDERGROUND

All of the crime and punishment of being unknown
By

Michael O'Brien
Heights Editor

Where's "Mixtape," you ask?
I'm sorry, it's over. The last record
has been spun and its DJ, the
admirable Canyon Cody, a man
of true "Gnawledge," has moved
on. "Mixtape" has ascended up
into "Heights Heaven," a realm
of journalistic immortality where
only The Heights' greatest columns
dwell.
But don't worry, another turntable is turning and a new DJ has
taken over the reins. Welcome to
"Tracks from Underground."
Each week 1 will be briefly
reviewing four to five songs from a
variety of genres, especially indie
rock, post-rock, electronica, jazz,
and underground hip-hop. The column's name is taken from Fyodor
Dostoevsky's classic philosophical
novel, Notes from Underground.
Throughout the semester, I hope to
introduce you to a myriad of new
bands and musicians from genres
you have never heard. 1 want you
to break away from mainstream
music and think with your ears.
Galaxie 500 - "Blue Thunder"
The storv of Galaxie 500 is one

all of their songs were extremely
slow in tempo and were accompanied by a lot of vocal reverb from
Dean Wareham, the band's frontman and vocalist.
The songs were structured almost as if the trio was anticipating
the rise of heavy guitars and overproduction in rock the movement
known as grunge.
In "Blue Thunder," Wareham's
melancholic tenor gently echoes
lyrics above his soft but neat guitar
work: "Thinking of blue thunder
/ Singing to myself/ Thinking
how fast it moves / Feeling how it
turns."
In the background, Damon
Krukowski's cool '50s jazzreminiscent cross-stick percussion
gives the song a mellow pulse,
which is strengthened by Naomi
Yang's liquidy bassline.
The song is one extended crescendo, gradually losing its mellowness near the end as Wareham's
guitar sways back and forth, up
and down. In a doleful falsetto he
quavers, "I'll drive so far away /
I'll drive so far away," the song
ends and resonates into oblivion.
-

Kiyoshi Mizutani utilizes all the facets of his environment to find unique sound

of the saddest in independentrock;
this Harvard trio released three
five-star albums - Today (1988),
On Fire (1989), and This Is Our
Music (1990) while virtually
-

remaining unknown during its
lifetime as a band. It wasn't until
the late '90s that it finally received
the acclaim it deserved.
The band's secret was twofold:

Kiyosbi Mizutani - "Binzui"
Never second-guess an artist.

Abstract thinking is impossible to
perfectly predict. Mizutani's music
is a prime example of this. It is the
epitome of innovation.
He has taken the naturally uncreative action of recording sound
and transformed it into a musical art. Mizutani practices "field
recording" by locating an area that
appeals to him and recording its
sounds.
Once he is satisfied with his recordings, he mixes them to create
an environment.
Oftentimes, electronic instruments accompany the recordings,
which are sometimes altered to
make them more aesthetically
pleasing.
"Binzui," from the album Bird
Songs, features the chirps and
squeaks of Japanesecaptive birds
with electronic samples and effects
whizzing in the background.
The best experience begins
when one sits down with a nice
pair of headphones, like Sony
MDR-V6oos, and devotes his full
aural attention to the song. Each
element of the song will lead to an
ambient effect that surrounds the
listener and makes him feel as if he
were with the birds in the sanctuar\.
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MOVIES
SNEAK PEEK

COLLECTOR'S EDITION

Forget the first rule you
have to talk about this
-

By

Rohan

Heights

Mulgaonkar

Staff

David Fincher's

Fight Club,

a kinetic film that explores the
sordid corners of modem life, is
as much about a fight club as it
is about making soap: both are
peripheral elements of a larger

examines the modern
conundrum. Based on a work by
Chuck Palahniuk- likely a tattered
version of the novel's events the
film is a portrait of alienation.
Ed Norton is Jack, an insomniac
whose monotonous job precludes
him from experiencing any sort
of catharsis. To better cope with
the bleak realities of his life, Jack
begins to attend support groups,
at once a voyeuristic and tactless proposition. The meetings,
however, succeed in purging his
emotions and what was once a
whimsical idea becomes a daily
necessity.
Jack soon meets Tyler Durden (Brad Pitt), an idiosyncratic
soap salesman who, after a few
drinks, begins to spew propaganda
that condemns the ills of society
namely, the very consumerism
that plagues Jack. He obsesses
with furniture from lkea. After a
series of illogical events, Durden
and Jack organize a fight club, an
underground exhibition of sadomasochism in which men fight
each other with impunity.
Durden's perverse male fantasy
morphs into Project Mayhem, a fanatical anti-establishment organization that is the result of socialism
and anarchism. Members scurry
around popular chain restaurants
and corporate buildings at night,
placing soap-based explosives in
the empty structures.
Afterward, they abscond to
Durden's dreary base of operations, a dilapidated house in the
middle of a wasteland. Durden's
collection ofworkers is the equivalent of today's religious zealots:
highly organized, independent, and
willing to sacrifice themselves for
a cause. Unlike Islamic terrorists
in America, though, members of
Project Mayhem are almost indistinguishable. They have pervaded
all levels of society.
story that

-

Martin Lawrence reprises his role as Malcolm Turner reprising his role as a loud, sometimes badass nanny.

Please give Martin Lawrence an Oscar
By Rohan Mulgaonkar
Heights Staff

Big Momma 's House 2
Well, the Oscar committee's
prayers have finally been answered:
another Martin Lawrence movie.
Lawrence once again dons the
fat suit as undercover FBI agent
Malcolm Turner. Turner is part of
a national security effort to investigate the activities of a potential
threat. He disguises himself as Big
Momma, a loud, irreverent nanny
who takes care of an FBI suspect's
children. In an endearing plot twist,
as with most films of the genre (see
Vin Diesel in The Pacifier), Turner,
the gruff agent, becomes fond of
the children.
Of course, this complicates the
situation and leads to a variety of
comedic and contrived scenes in
which Turner is forced to balance
his professional obligations with
his emotions.
The amazing thing about Big
Momma's House 2 is that it was
made in the first place. Is Hollywood
that desperate that it must rely on
Lawrence for comedy, not once but
twice?Message to studio executives:
put an APB out on Chris Tucker.
We're all waiting for Rush Hour 3.
Bubble
The last time Stephen Soderbergh
entertained moviegoers behind the
director's chair was 2004's Ocean s
Twelve, the much-maligned sequel

to its suave predecessor, Oceans
Eleven. Since then, Soderbergh has
quietly switched to the corporate
side of the industry, producing a
number of films including George
Clooney's Good Night, and Good
Luck as well as "hyperlink" director
Stephen Gaghan's Syriana.
The Oscar-winning director of
Traffic is now turning to a less glamorous, albeit equally suspenseful
portrait of American life.
His new film Bubble spurns the
usual Hollywood requisites and
instead focuses on two workers in
a Midwestern doll factory (virtual
unknowns Debbie Doebereiner and
Dustin James Ashley), whose mundane lives are interrupted by the
arrival of the young and beautiful
Rose (Misty Dawn Wilkins). A
few days and one murder later, the
small town becomes immersed in an
environment of deception, secrecy,
and intrigue.
The unfamiliar cast, a necessity
in this mystery, precludes viewers
from making preconceived judgments about characters. The digital
video picture also serves to provide
a more realistic sense of American
life, contrary to Soderbergh's usually gaudy productions. Bubble is
the first in a series of many "lowbudget digital video projects" (www.
rogerebert.com) the prolific director
and producer plans to film.

Annapolis
Spiderman's James Franco is

officially Hollywood's new leading
man. The title character in Tristan
and Isolde, the syrupy remake of
the legendary Arthurian romance,
Franco stars in Annapolis, a film
that traces the story of a beleaguered
young man (Jake Huard) who accomplishes his dream of attending
the Naval Academy. Once there, the
familiar insecurities of being one of
the very few accepted to the institution surface. Huard is challenged by
the authoritative Cole (Tyrese Gibson), a hard-nosed lieutenant who
seems to target the young recruit in
particular.
The film follows the hackneyed
Bruckheimer archetype, a la Remember the Titans and Glory Road, in
which a young man is pushed to his
limit only to realize his punisher is
not driven by cruelty but by a sincere
desire to maximize potential.
Annapolis, in cheap Hollywood
fashion, also recycles the infamous
Top Gun scene, in which Tom
Cruise's Maverick boasts about his
elite naval status to Charlotte Blackwood (Kelly McGillis), only to find
her dressed in high-ranking military
uniform attire the following day.
Huard makes the same unfortunate mistake with Ali (Jordana
Brewster), but finds solace in her
company.
The high tension events surrounding the three characters culminate in an exciting boxing match,
in which Huard has the chance to
retaliate against his rival. Cole.

Of real interest is Durden's
Rousseauan statement of disillusionment:
"Man, I see in fight club the
strongest and smartest men who
have ever lived. I see all this
potential - goddamn it, an entire
generation pumping gas and waiting tables; they're slaves with
white collars.
"Advertisements have them
chasing cars and clothes, working jobs we hate so we can buy
s? they don't need. We are the
middle children of history, man.
No purpose or place. We have
no great war or great depression.
Our great war is a spiritual war.
Our great depression is our lives.

-

We've all been raised by television
to believe that one day we'll all be

millionaires, and movie gods, and
rock stars - but we won't. And
we're learning slowly that fact.
And we're very, very pissed off."
Most people had childhood
dreams of fame and stardom, but
now have come to terms with the
impracticalities of wishful thinking and the drudgeries of office
life. Some people blame society
as the cause of such delusion, but
understand commercialism reflects
the Zeitgeist. A still smaller and
revolutionary group of ideologues,
however, are angered by their manipulation. To these iconoclasts,
Tyler Durden's nihilism emerges
as a sensible resolution.
Fight Club is a two-disc DVD
with special features. Includes
feature commentary with director
David Fincher and actors Pitt, Norton, and Helena Bonham Carter.
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For an encore, it's not particularly bright or loud
By Maria Lee
For the Heights

Any band that can make a violin
sound good in a rock song, will
make a blip on the radar of the music scene. With Yellowcard's new
CD, however,
this blip will
YELLOWCARD
probably be
Lights and
very small.
Sounds
The combo
(Capitol Records)
hailing from
Jacksonville, Fla. creates its new alburn Lights andSounds following its
very successful debut album Ocean
Avenue. In this album, Yellowcard
seems to mature in its lyrics but not
so much in talent.
Trading the more pop-sounding
heartbreak songs for songs with underlying themes of war and family,
Lights and Sounds won't make as
big a splash as Ocean Avenue. This
debut album crashed into our 2003
summer CD collections, pounding
the pavement of the music industry.
But no song on the new CD matches
the pop song-writing craft ofOcean

power.
Other good songs are "City of
Devils" and "Space Travel," which
have TRL-hit capability.
Lead singer Ryan Key sings
with a lot of emotion and when the
violin is added, it creates an aura of
painstaking heartbreak and despair
that of which is the essence and
success of emo. Having seen Yellowcard many times in concert,
the drumming on the CD is still as
astounding as it is live, which is
seen in "RoughLanding, Holly" and
"Waiting Game."
Lights and Sounds has hit capability, and those who appreciate
pop-punk will enjoy it. It doesn't
prove that Yellowcard is expanding
its musical palette, but a lot of the
songs are catchy enough that after a
few listens you will have them stuck
in your head.
With the violin swells and sick
drumming, Key swoons in the song
"Grey" to "give it one more try."
While it may not meet expectations
from previous albums, it is still an
album worth giving one more try.
-

Yellowcard'salbum Lights and Sounds fails to one-up Ocean Avenue and heads straight to Mediocreville.
Avenue. Its sophomore effort reveals
a darker side to the band, although
its lighter side can still be heard.
The album begins with an instrumental song including violins and
an orchestra.
Then it blends into the title track
"Lights and Sounds," a song that has
already started to be overplayed on
radio stations and podcasts, but is

worth the listen. It is one of the better songs on the CD because of its
bouncy beats and catchy lyrics.
It is more rock and less whiny
than some of the other songs on the
CD like "Grey" and "Two Weeks
from Twenty," which declares Yellowcard's stance on the current war
situation. The latter monotonically
tells the story of a teen going to war

and his mother going to Capitol Hill
to "shake a few hands while she's
there / and tell them thank you sir
for taking my boy." 1 love a good
political song, but if it's going to be
political, at least make it good.
Many of the songs on the CD,
though, are well-composed and
captivating. "Sure Things Fall" has
thick guitar riffs giving it life and

P.O.D's new album, Testify, gets a religious thrust
By

Louis Tullo
Heights Staff
P.O.D's latest effort,

Testify, is

a rocking epic of musicality. While

straddling the line of credibility
as a band and
possessing

P.O.D
Testify

mainstream

appeal, this
band continues to express itsfaith through
song."Goodbye For Now," the first
single off the album, illustrates the
spiritual influence on the band, as
they reveal on an iTunes exclusive,
that the lyrics were derived from
the Psalms.
They explain that lyrics like, "1
can still see the light / At the end
of the tunnel shine / Through the
dark times / Even when 1 lose my
mind," exemplify the same type
of inner conflict and struggle King
David faced.
Amazingly, not only do the lyrics provide such strong support for
the album, but also the use of a full
orchestra and guest vocals from
Matisyahu, Katy Perry, and 800-Yaa
T.R.1.8.E. make the band's work on
this album singular.
(Atlantic Records)

This is in part due to the work of
legendary producer Glen Ballard,
who helps keep the diversity P.O.D.
usually brings to their records byincorporating reggae and hip-hop
influences to the 13 tracks.
The reggae quality of the opening track, "Roots in Stereo," and
"Strength of My Life," makes for
two album favorites. The latter, in
particular, has a worshipful quality
and makes many religious references, which is embodied in the
truly beautiful vocals of Sonny
Sandovaland lyrics like, "And Jah
of Jacob / Is deserving ofmy love /
And God of Isaac / Reign blessins
from above."
"Lights Out" is reminiscent of
"Boom" from P.O.D.'s 2001 album.
Satellite. This high-energy rock
track that the group reveals was
originally named "E.S.P.N." was
envisioned as a signature-sounding
song that could be used like "Boom"
was for sports themes.
Truly, the sound of the track
captures an energy that could translate into success for a second single
to balance out the softness of the
group's lead single. The melody
and excellent guitar on "This Time"

Payable on Death digs deep for Biblical influences for their latest release
proves to be an excellent jamming
track that has an anthemic quality
reminiscent of "Alive," also from
Satellite. The same powerful guitar
instrumentation on "Mistakes and
Glories" meshes well with Noal
"Wuv" Barnardo's drumming and
Sandoval's use of screamo-style
vocals to convey the message of
the hope that glories outweigh

mistakes.
One of the most powerful highlights of the album is "Let You
Down," which has a message as
powerful as the band's 2001 hit
"Youth of a Nation." The subject
is suicide and P.O.D.'s message to
listeners is that they can empathize
with the feeling, but that "You mean
so much more ..."

P.O.D. calls "Teachers" their
"warrior cry" and with lyrics like,
"The 1 man is coming / And we are
the teachers," they really emphasize
the urgency of their beliefs. Not
only does the message behind the
track make it stand out, but also this
record is the most vocally driven on
the album with him full-out belting,
screaming, and using reggae stylization all on the same track. In a
lot of ways, the track is completely
chaotic, and in other ways it sounds
very precise and very deliberate.
The closing track of the album,
"Mark My Words," takes cues from
C.S. Lewis' The Lion. The Witch and
The Wardrobe. Assured in the fact
that God is the answer to the question, "Who's got that witch?" which
echoes in the bridge, the band really
kicks it up a notch by combining
elements of hard rock and hip-hop
to end with a bang.
This latest album by P.O.D.
does more than just give them credibility as one of the most artistic
and prevailing rock groups today.
It demonstrates the awesomeness
that happens when you combine a
timeless and positive message with
incredible music.
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Welcome to the year of the dog
By

Forget Times Square
and the ball. This is
the real deal, and it's
right here in Boston.

Mary Chen
For the Heights
To many, Jan. 29' '1 is just another day;
however, for most Asians, it is the day
of the Lunar New Year. In a matter of
days, the Year of the Rooster will end
and the year 4703 of the lunar calendar
will begin.
Celebration of this holiday starts
on the day of the new moon of the first
month and ends on the day of the full
moon, lasting 15 days. Starting from
the first day of the Lunar New Year,
Chinese families usually take the time
to visit the homes of their fellow family
members and/or other relatives. Some
families may also visit their friends
and even colleagues at work or school.
During these visits, married couples
give red envelopes that contain money
to their younger relatives and friends.
Red envelopesrepresent good luck and
prosperity.
During these 15 days, family members also thank and honor the gods and
the ancestors for completing the year
safely while praying for great fortune
for the upcoming year.

On the eve of the Lunar New Year,
Asian families always have a big gathering at home or at restaurants. Gatherings
always consist of big, lavish meals at
least more plentiful than the usual. Fish
is often consumed because the pronunciation of the Chinese word "fish" is
similar to the word for "having surplus,"
which has a good connotation.
For this particular holiday, other
foods are also devoured by all. Special
pastries and puddings, such as New
Year's Pudding man gao and fa gao,
are eaten because they supposedly help
bring prosperity for the coming year.
Sweets, dried fruits, and dried watermelon seeds are also offered. Most
families generally buy a platter of such
delicacies for visiting guests and family members to eat at their homes. The
platters themselves are unique, and are
mostly red in color because the color
red is considered lucky; elegant designs
consisting of dragons and phoenixes are
engraved on them.
In Asian countries, the Lunar New
Year is of much importance, such that
there is usually a holiday that lasts a
week long for schools, and three to four
-

days for people at work, starting from
the first day of the New Year.
This year, the Lunar New Year
celebration in Chinatown is on Feb.
5. There will be firecrackers, martial
arts demonstrations, lion dances, and
traditional dances. Lion dances feature
dancers moving under a lion-like covering, with silky cloth portraying the tail
and body at one end and a big lion-like
head at the other end. The dance supposedly chases away bad spirits.
The Chinese Students' Association
of Boston College usually celebrates
this holiday with a banquet dinner for
its members and incorporates the celebrations into its annual culture show in
collaboration with the Korean Students'
Association every year. This year, the
show will be held in Robsham Theater
on Feb. 17.
The Lunar New Year holiday is like
its Western counterpart: it welcomes a
new year full of hope, prosperity, and
wealth, while embracing the events of
the past year.
Even more importantly, it provides a
chance for families to gather and have
a good time.
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Grab your chopsticks
...

...

if you know how to use them.

Dinner restaurant

-

East Ocean City

Looking for an authentic family-style Chinese meal? Go with a group of
friends for dinner (and bring your appetites) so you can order various dishes
to share, eat your fill, and then split the bill.
Recommended dishes: crab with pepper and black bean sauce, orange
flavored beef, Peking duck, pork spare ribs, Chinese broccoli with oyster
sauce.

Dim Sum

-

China Pearl

The perfect brunch. People push carts of various dishes around the restaurant, and you get to pick and choose what you want to eat. They come in small
servings, allowing you to maximize the different foods you want to sample.
Recommended dishes: steamed shrimp and pork dumplings, stickyrice
wrapped in lotus leaves, spring rolls, mango pudding, and (if you're feeling
adventurous) chicken's feet.

-

Thursday, January 26, 2006

Bakery

-

Eldo Cake House

A short walk from the restaurant will make you feel less guilty about continuing to stuff your face with dessert. Little Chinese bakery delights are also
great to buy for tomorrow's breakfast.
Recommended Choices: bread, rice congee, barbecued pork buns,
strawberry cake, egg custard tart.

Supermarket

-

C-mart

Stock up and take home all the Chinese junk food you need. And it's

oh

so cheap!

Recommended Choices: Pocky sticks, Koala yummies, yan-yan,
sesame candy, apple gummies, and "fireworks."

Vegetarian choice

-

Buddha's Delight

This place is meat-free! It uses tofu and vegetable proteins as meat substitutes with saucy noodles and vegetable stir-fry to accompany the convincing

faux-meat. It's alternative,untraditional, and undeniably deeelicious!
Recommended dishes: wonton soup, vermicelli with "BBQ pork'-'
and spring rolls.

Ifyou're walking around Chinatown, other good restaurants worth stopping
by are: Penang, Taiwan Cafe, and Pho Paster. Also stop by a bubble tea place
for a refreshing drink of fruit-flavored tea and black-pearl tapioca.
By

Nicole Wong,

Vicky

Yu, and Louisa Chiao

8

The

moneymakers

1 Underworld: Evolution
2. Hoodwinked
?

3. Glory Road
4. Last Holiday
5. Brokeback Mountain

6. The Chronicles ofNarnia
7. Fun with Dick and Jane
8. End of the Spear
9. Hostel
10. King Kong

THIS WEEK

GROSS

$26.9 M $26.9
$10.4 M $28.6
$8.77 M $27.7
$8.71 M
$26M
$7.83 M $42.1 M
$6.24 M $272M
$5.75 M $101M
$4.28 M $4.28
$4.25 M $42.7
$4.22 M $21OM
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Movie
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24
The show concluded with Jack Bauer discovering that Walt Cummings, the president's chief of staff, was responsible for David Palmer's death. Under order from CTU
to not go after Cummings, Bauer immediately replied, "I'm not CTU. I'll go get Walt
Cummings myself." It was epic.
Lost
Locke finds Charlie's stash of heroin-filled Virgin Mary statues found from Ecko's
plane and locks them away in the gun locker underground. Charlie still has yet to kick
the habit and Lost writers further reveal their intentions to drag the series thin.

Project Runway
Zulema is out! (And she had won last week!) The designers had to go into Manhattan and take pictures of the city as inspiration for their couture design. Daniel V. won the
challenge for his design based on a picture of an orchid. Heidi Klum is still pregnant...

There's just too much dance fever in the air
By

Christina Velocci

Heights

Besides seeing The Degas exhibit at the MFA, there's a multitudeof dance eventsripe for picking.

Staff

Congratulations: you've survived the
first full week of the semester. After adding,
dropping, and then sneakily adding again to
avoid a premature unexcused absence, it's
time for a well-deserved break from, well, a
glorified week-long break.
But before the work starts snowballing
heavier than a Nor'easter, trapping you in
the bubble that we all know and love (no, not
the one over the football field), here are five
surefire ways to pack some panache into your
weekend itinerary.
For this weekend only, the seventh annual
Flamenco Festival comes to the Cutler
Majestic Theatre at Emerson College. The
Flamenco Festival is dedicated to showcasing
the dance's many emotions and styles, both
traditional and contemporary.
Noche Flamenca, one of Spain's most
successful flamenco companies, remains true
to the traditional form, while Nuevo Ballet
Espanol, in its Boston debut, incorporates
emerging trends in Spanish dance and
flamenco without betraying its roots. Flamenco
is a must-see and a must-do.
Noche Flamenca will perform today at 7
p.m. and tomorrow at 8 p.m., while Nuevo
Ballet Espanol takes the stage Saturday at 8
p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m. Tickets range from
$35-50 and may be purchased by calling (617)
876-4275.
If you'd rather dance the night away than
watch someone do it for you, Mojitos Lounge,
located at 48 Winter St. in downtown Boston,
offers free salsa lessons on Thursdays and
Saturdays at 9:15 p.m. and on Sundays at 8:45
p.m., downstairs in the lounge. Meanwhile,
Thursdays through Saturdays, resident
and special guest DJs spin a mix of Latin,
Brazilian, reggaeton, bachata, hip-hop, and
salsa upstairs in the high energy club.
Of course, mojitos made with Bacardi rum
are the signature drink of the establishment
and are based on an old family recipe. Be sure

to bring $10 for the cover and a comfortable
pair of dancing shoes. No one wants to have
sore feet. It takes away tremendously from the
joy of dancing.
For an evening even more seductive than
the lambada, an adaptation of Choderlos de
Laclos' novel Les Liaisons Dangereases,

which served as the basis for the movie Cruel
Intentions, comes to life on stage at the Boston
University Theatre Mainstage. Until Feb. 5,
you can catch the wicked Valmont and the
beautiful, cunning La Marquise de Merteuil in
an attempt to defile an innocent bride-to-be in
their vilest, purest form. Showtimes and prices
vary; call (617) 266-0800 for information and
tickets.
From masters of seduction, further down on
the Green Line the Museum of Fine Arts brings
its latest exhibit Degas to Picasso: Modern
Masters. The ambitious exhibit presents more
than 280 works exploring major figures in
20th-century Europe, from late impressionism
and symbolism to mid-century modernism,
spanning the period from 1900 to the 19605.
Notable pieces include late works of Degas,
Gauguin, Munch, and Rodin, the last creative
outbursts of Giacometti and Picasso, and
paintings and works on paper by surrealists
Dali, Miro, Delvaux, and Magritte.
Finally, to kick off the Chinese New Year
4703, the Year of the Dog, which begins
Sunday, Peking Tom's (25 Kingston St.) is
offering a family-style dining, three-course
meal with eight options for each course (to
honor the Chinese lucky number eight) for
$20.06 per person. There's no excuse to spare
any expense on this underrated holiday.
The night will feature a traditional Chinese
lion head dance and special Year of the Dog
cocktails such as chow chow chug, dragon's
fire punch bowl, and kumquat mojitos.
Reservations can be made by calling (617)
482-6282.
Enjoy the light load this week has to offer.
Checking out one or more ofthese happenings
will provide you with a weekend of culture and
excitement that's hardly "for the dogs."
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Campus Cuisine
By Vicky

Heights

Yu

and

Tracy Chang

Staff

Craving some seafood, but can 'I afford to go out? Make yourself some delicious shrimp
dishes in the comfort of your own residence hall.

A Toast

-

to Shrimp!

What you'll need:
12 slices of bread (can be white, whole-grain, or anything you like)
9 pieces of peeled, headless shrimp (can be found in the frozen foods section)
1 Vi tsp. mayonnaise
2 tsp. black pepper
1 stalk of scallion

What you'll need:
8 oz. of pasta (preferably linguini)
8-10 shrimp (take the heads offunless you enjoy eating them)
2 Tbsp. of butter (it can be less if you're health conscious, but it's better this way, I
promise!)
2 cloves of garlic (minced)
Salt and pepper
2 Tbsp. scallions (chopped finely)
Assortment of herbs (optional)
Red pepper flakes (optional)
Start off by setting a pot of water out to boil. While the water is boiling, clean your shrimp.
Once the water has started to boil, add a little bit of salt (say
a tablespoon) to the water and
go ahead and cook your pasta. Follow the directions on the package because each type ofpasta
varies by a bit. Once you've got your pasta in, it's a good time to mince your garlic and scallions.
Once the pasta is about halfway done, start melting your butter in a pan on medium heat. Add
the scallions (leaving a couple pinches) and garlic until you start getting a nice smell coming
from you pan; your garlic should be a nice golden brown. (If you want a bit of a kick in your
pasta, add your red pepper flakes now, too.) Then add your shrimp and cook until it's orange
and the shrimp has curled up and cooked through. Turn offyour heat. Once your pasta is done,
drain it and add it right into the pan with your shrimp and toss it around. Salt and pepper it to
your taste. Sprinkle the remaining scallions on top and if you're into bold flavors, add whatever
fresh herbs you have laying around. Enjoy and remember to pop a mint afterwards.
...
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GarlickiiT Good Shrimp Pasta

Needless to say, Bubba Gump would be proud of this innovative shrimp treat.

j

Preheat oven to 400 degrees F, Cut bread slices into triangular fourths and arrange on baking
tray. Finely chop shrimp pieces and scallion together. In a small bowl, mix shrimp, scallion, and
mayonnaise. Add in black pepper. Spread mixture over each triangular slice of bread (make
sure it is not too thick or else the shrimp will not cook as well). Bake for about 10 minutes, or
until the shrimp is a light red/pink tint. Eat and repeat! ©
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Oodles and oodles of shrimp-tastic noodles will leave you craving more
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delta
68 Persian Gulf
country

69 Land of Blarney
and Killarney
70 Like some eyes
71 E-mailed
72 Snow coaster

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there
are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9.
You must follow these rules:
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each row
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each column
? Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
\u25a0 The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
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Answers See Page C9
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Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends

Drive

Drunk.

Nicole Wong wants YOU
to write for A&R and The Scene
Eagles Nest on Mondays at 5:30
p.m.
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BAR REVIEW

The Publick
House
By

Sam Reidy

Heights Staff

If you are looking to try a new and
unique beer, there is unquestionably no
better place in Boston to go than the Publick
House. If you are looking to try a new and
unique food item, there is arguably no better
place in Boston than the Publick House.
Traveling down the C Line, the Publick House does not inspire much interest
on Beacon Street. It is not surrounded by
anything terribly exciting, nor is there a line
waiting outside. Well, there are reasons for

DRINK UP
with Becca Shaw

The Fuzzy Peach

both of these observations.
The Publick
The Publick House House is located in
1648 Beacon St.
a secluded nightlife
Brookline
area. It is an ap(617) 277-2880
pointment bar. The
Open Sun. 10-1 a.m., reason why there
Mon.-Sat. 11:30-1 a.m is no line outside is
because they let everyone in, even if there are no tables. Also,
chances are that many people just simply do
not know what they are missing.
So, why is the Publick House such a
draw? Well, if you are a beer lover or if you
simply want to try a beer you have never
heard offrom a different country, there is a
restaurant-sized menu of beers from which
you can choose.
There is an additional special menu on
most days, as well.
The time to go is during the week when
it is less crowded and you can get a good
meal with your beer. The food is, truth be
told, too expensive.
There are, however, unique menu selections, like pumpkin ravioli, that are too
intriguing for anyone to ignore. As for the
beer menu, it would take several bar reviews
to cover exactly what they have available
on tap.
Every beer is served with a unique glass
and/or bottle that is associated with the
country's beer. These are, unfortunately, not
for you to keep.
The atmosphere is quirky, with fireside
seats replacing the usual bar floor. There
is not a terribly extensive amount ofroom,
but with the mellow alternative rock music
and the very friendly staff, you won't feel
overcrowded. Prices are high, but it will not
bother you if you plan on just trying a new

beer or two.
This is not a crazy party bar. It is an after

'work, after-dinner, or a first-stop-of-thenight bar location.
But it may just be the best one in Boston.
Prices may be high, but if you want to try
something a little different, it's best to go
into the Publick.

Takeshima's new advertisements and new image are just a ploy for bad service and poor food
RESTAURANT REVIEW

New deal, same cheap antics
By

Liz Winiarski

Heights Staff
Takeshima, located in the not-too-distant
Coohdge Corner, recently revamped its menu
and is selling itself as the "New Takeshima." 1
have been to this small sushi restaurant before,
and 1 didn't really notice any major changes.
The space itself is narrow and deep, with a
single aisle allowing for its wait staff to serve
a handful of tables
alongside the walls.
Takeshima
Towards the back of
308 Harvard St.
the restaurant, there is
Brookline
a decent-sized sushi
(617)566-0200
counter that typically
has one or two sushi
chefs rolling sushi behind it. There is also some
decorative bamboo and a tacky homemade-lip
jar that reads "Tips for Sushiman." The rest of
the interior is nothing too impressive: well lit,
white walls, dark-woodentables, and simple
Asian influenced decorations.
The one thing that I noticed a significant
difference in was the prices. For example; the
most commonly ordered type of sushi (the
maki roll) ranged from a cheap $2.50 to $9.95,
depending on the ingredients. $9.95 for a
"house special" maki is practically unheard of
for edible raw fish combinations in Boston.
I was also excited by the fact that you get a
free bowl of miso soup and a free bowl of rice
with every order ("just ask" was written in pencil on the menu). So of course, the first thing
my friends and I did was order five free bowls
of soups and five free bowls of rice. Naturally
the portion of soup was small and not too fresh,
but hey, it was free.

Among our party we ordered two orders
of pork gyoza, or pan-fried dumplings ($2.95
for each), and some edamame, boiled, lightly
salted soybeans ($2.95) to start. We found both
appetizers to be up to our standards of cheap
Japanese cuisine. For my entree, I ordered the
maki combo ($10.95), which I thought was a
bargain, as it included three separate maki rolls:
California, lekka (tuna) and unagi (eel) with
avocado. I also "splurged" on two pieces of
sake (salmon) sashimi ($2.95), sashimi being
the lesser-known type of sushi that is just raw
fish, no rice and no extra ingredients.
Well, after our appetizers came and I realized we had been waiting for about an hour for
all of our sushi, I debated whether Takeshima's
cheap prices compensated for the worst service
I have had in a long time. I thought my food
was good, but nothing exceptional. The definite table favorites of our luncheon were the
house maki ($5.25), made of tuna, yellowtail,
avocado, crab stick, and sesame and the sweet
potato maki ($2.95).
A family with three kids sat down next to
us, enjoyed appetizers, entrees, and dessert and
paid before we even saw the check. Not only
did we have to literally beg our waiter for water
refills, but we had to hunt down a different
waitress for the check because we believed
our initial waiter had just up and bailed on us.
I have never left such a small tip in my life.
We were there for a little over two hours. On
a positive note, the five of us ordered enough
sushi to feed an army, were stuffed by the end
of the meal and had leftovers, and the bill only
cost around $87. I've decided that I will only
use Takeshima to satisfy a craving for Japanese
fare if I can get take-out.

1 oz. vodka
1 oz. peach schnapps
4 oz. grapefruit juice
Dash of grenadine
Sometimes being on a college
budget can limit your selection of
drink options, which can lead you
to fall into a boring rut. But if you
stock up on some fruity mixers,
you can enjoy an assortment of
flavorful drinks with money to
spare.
1 came across this drink last
semester when I brought three
of my best friends home for my
parents' 25th wedding anniversary party. We decided to take
advantage of the open bar and
try some new cocktails for free
(thanks, mom and dad). We told
the bartender to surprise us with
a round of something fruity and
delicious. And that is how we
discovered the fuzzy peach. Not
to be confused with the popular
fuzzy navel, which is simply
orange juice, vodka and peach
schnapps, the fuzzy peach offers
a fruity alternative to a basic OJ
drink by substituting in grapefruit
juice. Start offwith 1 oz. of vodka
and add 1 oz. of peach schnapps.
Mix with about 4 oz. of grapefruit
juice I prefer the flavor of ruby
red grapefruit juice. Add a dash of
grenadine and stir.
And although Solo cups are
a staple in college, you will be
sure to impress if you serve your
drinks in fun cocktail glasses. You
can dress up this tasty bev with
an orange slice and a cherry. With
peach, grapefruit, orange, and
cherry flavors, the fuzzy peach
will leave you with a warm and
fuzzy fruity feeling. Drink up.
-

